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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Waste Feed Delivery Program has a commitment to deliver high-level waste feed to a 

treatment facility for eventual conversion into an immobilized form (glass) appropriate for 

disposal. The high-level waste feed, consisting of sludge and supernatant liquid, is stored 

underground in double-shell tanks. Before retrieval for delivery to the treatment facility, the 

waste in the tanks will be mixed using jet mixer pumps to mobilize the sludge and form a 

uniform slurry suitable for pumping. Limitations of the jet mixer pumps may result in large 

potential areas in the tanks that will still need solids mobilization, even with two or more mixer 

pumps deployed. The Waste Feed Delivery Program has included sources of additional feed 

(contingency feed) in the baseline retrieval plans to mitigate this risk. To further increase 

confidence in meeting waste feed delivery commitments, another risk-handling action under 

consideration is the use of auxiliary mixing systems. One technology being assessed for this 

purpose is the submersible propeller mixer. 

This study is a preliminary technology and engineering evaluation of the Flygt’ propeller mixer 

as a potential tool for high-level waste auxiliary solids mobilization (i.e., extended sludge 

retrieval by suspending waste in potential “dead areas” left by mixer pumps). A more general 

evaluation of the technology from a broader perspective of waste retrieval applications at the 

Hanford Site is also provided. 

The FlygtTM mixer is an axial flow device consisting of a propeller driven by a compact, direct- 

drive submersible motor. The FlygtTM mixer has been successfully deployed for waste retrieval 

at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in 1998, and is currently being developed by Savannah River 

Site, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, and ITT Flygt Corporation for a deployment 

planned later this year. 

’ Flygt is a trademark of the ITT Flygt Corporation, Svetsarvagen 12 Solna, Sweden Corporation, Sweden, 
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The FlygtTM mixer is characterized by a number of notable features for waste retrieval 

applications in general: 

A simple and compact submersible design deployed through 34- or 42-in. tank risers. 

The mixer appears deployable with minimal infrastructure upgrades. 

A low initial procurement cost of the commercially available mixers, typically on the 

order of $35,000. 

Produces a high, unidirectional, and low-pressure flow (>20,000 gal/min) that can 

produce bulk flow patterns within a tank. If multiple mixers are used and oriented 

properly, the additive effects of the bulk flow circulation can increase waste retrieval 

rates beyond what would be expected for the total mixer power applied. As a basis 

for comparison, a 300-hp mixer pump produces a smaller 10,000-gal/min flow at 

higher pressure. 

Directional flexibility if used with an adequate deployment mast. The compact 

submersible design and unidirectional discharge allow the mixer to be aimed in almost 

any direction, vertically or horizontally. For example, the unit initially could be pointed 

vertically downward to mobilize solids directly underneath and burrow a hole where the 

mixer could then be lowered and operated horizontally to mobilize waste in the 

surrounding area. This is a key advantage over fixed-depth retrieval equipment. 

Has a substantial track record of effectiveness in industrial solids or sludge suspension 

and blending applications. Many of these applications are characterized by waste with 

difficult rheology and/or hostile environments. 

Electrically powered and is not dependent on fresh water supply or recycle of supernatant 

from another facility. From this standpoint, utility needs and upgrades are minimal. 

The power input (150 hp) to the tank results in a slower heat-up of the waste in 

comparison to jet mixer pumps. 

The simplicity of the concept seems to indicate that the mixer can be deployed with 

minimal instrumentation and control. 

. 

. 
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The compact submersible unit and propeller have no liquid-retaining cavities and appear 

relatively easy to decontaminate. 

The technology appears compatible with flammable gas requirements. 

The conclusions regarding the potential use of the FlygtTM mixer for risk mitigation (i.e., 

specifically for auxiliary high-level waste solids mobilization) are as follows. 

. Under current assumptions for mixer pump configurations, the deployment for this 

specific application is partially limited by riser size and availability. The double-shell 

tank farms with available large risers in satisfactory locations are the AY and AZ Farms, 

and the SY Farm if the existing construction risers are brought up to grade. This would 

apply to five Phase 1 high-level waste double-shell tanks. 

Existing experimental data are too limited to make an accurate full-scale prediction of 

mobilization performance. Preliminary predictions contributed by the vendor, claiming 

greater cleaning radii than the jet mixer pump, clearly bear uncertainty. It appears likely 

however that the FlygtTM mixer can meet the minimum mobilization effectiveness 

requirement based on the similarity in predicted far-field velocities to that of a jet 

mixer pump. 

The long-term functionality of the FlygtTM motor under high temperatures (>lo0 “F) and 

high radiation dose (peak dose to 1100 Rad/h) is unknown. The motor temperature 

limitation of the mixer when heavily loaded has the potential to restrict its usage. It is 

anticipated, however, that these issues can be overcome by design modifications to 

radiation harden the equipment and increase its operating temperature capability. 

The estimated rough-order-of-magnitude cost for a first deployment of two mixers in a 

tank is expected to be on the order of $8.9 M. This cost covers initial development and is 

expected to be significantly reduced for additional units. A “fast-track” schedule for this 

initial deployment is estimated to take 18 months. 

. 
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It is recommended that the FlygtTM mixer concept be evaluated further and developed for 

potential cost reduction and/or enhanced performance of waste retrieval applications. More 

specifically, the following actions are recommended: 

Investigate the FlygtTM mixer as an auxiliary or complementary sludge mobilization 

technology. It is recommended that scaled testing, using the principles of similarity, be 

performed with high shear-strength simulants to increase the accuracy of mobilization 

effectiveness predictions and that tests be performed comparing the mobilization 

performance of submersible propeller mixers to that of jet nozzles. 

Closely monitor the deployment of FlygtTM mixers in Tank 19 at the Savannah River Site 

from the standpoint of equipment modification and reliability. 

The use of the FlygtTM mixer for other applications, such as the retrieval of low-activity waste, 

may be a more lucrative application than its proposed use for auxiliary high-level waste solids 

mobilization. Therefore, the following additional action is recommended: 

Investigate the FlygtTM mixer for low-cost mixing, blending, and solids-suspension 

applications such as retrieval of low-activity waste (e.g., salt dissolution of double-shell 

slunyldouble-shell slurry feed waste). The high volume exchange rate per power input of 

the propeller mixer technology is optimized for such applications. 

viii 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The River Protection Project (RPP) is planning to retrieve radioactive waste from the single-shell 
tanks (SST) and double-shell tanks (DST) underground at the Hanford Site. This waste will then 
be transferred to a waste treatment plant to be immobilized (vitrified) in a stable glass form. 
Over the years, the waste solids in many of the tanks have settled to form a layer of sludge at the 
bottom. The thickness of the sludge layer varies from tank to tank, from no sludge or a few 
inches of sludge to about 15 ft of sludge. 

The baseline waste retrieval strategy for DSTs (Kirkbride et al. 1999) uses jet mixer pumps to 
stir up (mobilize) the sludge and form a uniform slurry suitable for pumping to the vitrification 
facility. These mixer pumps expel powerful submerged jets of tank fluid horizontally out of two 
diametrically opposed nozzles (180” apart). The entire jet mixer pump assembly can be rotated 
to allow a full sweeping of the tank circumference. The fluid jets impinge upon the sludge and 
suspend the solid particles. The amount of sludge mobilized by the mixer pump jets depends not 
only on the jet properties, but on the capability of the sludge to resist the stresses imposed by the 
jets and the location of the jets relative to the sludge. The actual sweeping capability of the 
mixer pump and its efficiency in mobilizing material in the discharge path is termed the effective 
cleaning radius (ECR) and represents the effective radial distance for solids mobilization. In 
mixer pump performance evaluations, ECR is defined as “the distance between the mixer pump 
nozzle exit and the base of the distant sludge bank.. .thus a mixer pump mobilizes the sludge 
within a circular area with a radius equal to the ECR plus the distance between the nozzle tip and 
the pump column centerline.” (Powell et al. 1997, page 2.3). 

Predicting jet mixer performance has been the subject of computer modeling and simulant testing 
at the Hanford Site and other U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) waste sites for the past 20 yr 
(Powell et al. 1997). Unfortunately, the accuracy of waste shear strength measurements, T~, is 
not known; this constrains the confidence level of ECR predictions. The best empirical equation 
obtained thus far for estimating the ECR of jet mixers in cohesive tank sludge is based on limited 
data for a few fixed geometries. This equation was created from curve fits of data: 

(1) ECR = K.U,D.T: 

where: ECR = effective cleaning radius 
K = constant (a function of the relative height of the nozzle centerline) 
UoD =jet velocity times jet diameter 
T~ = sludge shear strength 
n =experimental constant. 

Predicted tank retrieval efficiencies from the empirical ECR equation vary from 12 ft to 42 ft 
(Crawford 1999). For example, in Grams (1995) an ECR of only 12 ft to 13 ft was calculated for 
Tank 241-AW-103. Other studies such as Akins (1999) list values to approximately 30 ft with 
only 20% solids mobilized. This ECR performance would thus leave a large potential open area 
needing solids mobilization in the 75-ft-diameter DST, even with two or more mixer pumps 
deployed. In addition, all material that is mobilized may not be available for recovery, as it may 
just be swept into the unmobilized areas. Once material is transported to the “dead” area it has 

1-1 
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been eliminated from the retrieval process. The magnitude of this material buildup or layer will 
not be known until confirmed during actual mixing with sampling (Rasmussen 2000) or by 
inference from tank instrumentation. Figure 1-1 depicts dual mixer pump coverage in a storage 
tank and the potential material not mobilized. 

Figure 1-1. Tank Plan of Mixer Coverage. 

Current-design mixer pumps are costly, require a large-diameter tank riser, are difficult to 
deploy, and require significant lead time for construction. To increase confidence in meeting 
waste feed delivery commitments, a mitigation action under consideration is the use of auxiliary 
mixing systems to either mobilize the dead-zone material into the liquid layers or translocate the 
waste to the ECR area swept by the mixer pumps. Another risk-handling action (currently 
included in baseline retrieval planning) is to provide a source of contingency feed. 

A range of technologies are being assessed (Bamberger 1999) that could be deployed as auxiliary 
mixers including pulsed air mixers, fluidic pulse-jet mixers, sluicers, borehole miner extendible 
nozzle sluicer, robotic end effector, and high-pressure scarifier. One such technology, the free 
jet flow agitator (henceforth, referred to as the submersible propeller mixer) is the subject of this 
case study. 

The Flygt’ Model 4600 submersible propeller mixer is being investigated because of its apparent 
simplicity and cost; experience on other DOE sites for waste retrieval; and an “extrapolated 
UOD” value, that appears to be on the same order as a jet mixer. (Note: Caution should be used in 
comparing a propeller mixer to a je t  mixer in this way. The principles of operation for the 
devices are diyerent, and this may not be an accurate way to compare them). Typical industrial 
applications for the submersible propeller mixers include waste water treatment plants, sewage 

I Flygt is a trademark of the ITT Fly5 Corporation, Svetsarvagen 12 Solna, Sweden Corporation, Sweden. 
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plants, pulp mills, off-shore drilling rigs, fish farms, chemical processing plants, breweries, 
mines, and steelworks. Section 4.0 describes the submersible propeller mixer principle of 
operation and the FlygtTM mixer in particular. Literature and Internet searches performed by the 
author did not reveal any comparable compact, direct drive, submersible, stainless steel propeller 
mixers to be available from other manufacturers. 

In 1998, two FlygtTM submersible propeller mixers were successfully deployed in gunite 
Tank W-5 at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to mobilize sludge from the tanks. 
The Savannah River Site (SRS) is currently testing three 50-hp Flygtm mixers for potential use 
in final cleanout of Tank 19. To date, SRS, FlygtTM, and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
(PNNL) have conducted four phases of ajoint testing program to evaluate the application of 
Flygtm mixers for retrieval operations within the DOE complex. The test program has been 
carried out for the Tank Focus Area with efforts focusing on supporting the SRS Tank 19 
retrieval campaign. Considering the usage and development of the FlygtTM submersible 
propeller mixer at other sites, along with the wider needs of the Hanford Site waste retrieval 
program for mobilizatiodmixing devices, this case study was initiated to determine the 
suitability of the FlygtTM mixer for auxiliary solids mobilization and to present a basis to decide 
whether to pursue the propeller mixer technology. 

1-3 
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2.0 PURPOSWOBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this technology and engineering case study is to evaluate the FlygtTM submersible 
propeller mixer as a potential technology for auxiliary mobilization of DST HLW solids. 
Considering the usage and development to date by other sites in the development of this 
technology, this study also has the objective of expanding the knowledge base of the Flygtm 
mixer concept with the broader perspective of Hanford Site tank waste retrieval. More 
specifically, the objectives of this study delineated from the work plan are described below. 

Derive requirements for DST HLW solids mobilization. Establish requirements for 
DST HLW solids mobilization that support, if needed, the future evaluation (new scope) 
of other potential technology candidates. This was addressed in a previous study 
(Tedeschi 2000). 

Compilation of work from other DOE sites. Compile a summary of FlygtTM mixer 
development work performed to date by SRS and the deployment of F l y g t T M  mixers at 
OWL. 

Vendor Consultation with I l T  Flygt Corporation. Present results of vendor 
consultation with FlygtTM including estimated mobilization performance for 
Tanks 241-AY-102 and 241-SY-102; necessary development; infrastructure and utility 
needs; and rough-order-of-magnitude (ROM) cost and schedule for vendor procurement 
materials and services. 

Predicted Performance Assessment. Evaluate FlygtTM performance prediction and 
assess whether a FlygtTM mixer can meet the minimum mobilization effectiveness criteria 
for auxiliary solids mobilization. Identify development work (models and tests) 
necessary to obtain a more reliable prediction of mobilization effectiveness (i.e., 
performance). 

Waste Tank Compatibility. Assess the suitability of the FlygtTM mixer equipment 
versus nonmixing-related functions and requirements (physical constraints and operation 
within the Hanford Site waste tank environment). 

System Configuration. Present a preliminary conceptual design of Flygtm mixer 
assembly and support systems necessary for installation in a Hanford Site waste tank. 

Overall Deployment Cost and Schedule Estimate. Present a ROM cost and schedule 
for deployment of the Flygtm mixer including development; design, fabrication, and 
procurement of equipment; field installation; testing; and startup. 
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3.0 SLUDGE MOBILIZATION, MIXING, AND RETRIEVAL 

It is important to recognize the different processes involved in the retrieval of sludge from a tank. 
These can be categorized into three areas: (1)  mobilization, (2) mixing, and (3) retrieval 
(transport). It does not necessarily follow that a piece of equipment that is good for mixing or 
transport will also be good for mobilization. The given piece of equipment must be evaluated 
against the process needed. These three processes involved in sludge retrieval are described 
below. 

1. Mobilization requires that particles be freed and separated from a continuum or solid 
surface. The shear stress generated by the equipment must be sufficient to overcome the 
mobilization resistance of the sludge, termed the critical shear stress for erosion (zc). 
When the applied stress is lower than zc, no significant erosion is observed. The 
maximum possible performance of a mobilization device is determined by the point at 
which the mixer’s applied stress decays with distance to the point where it just equals the 
zc of the sludge. 

The sludge mobilization process is qualitatively different than the resuspension of settling 
solids. For our purposes, sludge is composed of very small, cohesive particles. To 
mobilize a given piece of sludge away from the sludge/slurry interface, the local shear 
stress must exceed some minimum value for some minimum amount of time. The exact 
value of the required shear stress and time is a function of the sludge properties and to 
some extent the slurry properties. Once these criteria are met, a particle or group of 
particles (flake) is removed from the sludge surface, thereby exposing the particles 
underneath to the erosive action of the flowing slurry. This process is continually 
repeated (Powell et al. 1999a). 

2. Mixing requires that the erosion or mass flux of particles from the tank floor be equal to 
or greater than the rate of deposition. The strength of the bulk flow in the tank controls 
the efficiency of the mixing. The goal of the mixing process for Hanford Site sludge 
waste is to suspend the mobilized particles to create a uniform slurry for pumpout from 
the tank. For slow-settling particles, only a small amount of agitation is required to 
maintain them in suspension off the tank floor. Rapidly settling particles require a 
constant application of energy to stay in suspension, but generally less mixing energy is 
needed compared to the mobilization process. 

3. Retrieval requires that material be mobilized and transported to some location such as 
the inlet of a retrieval pump. Depending on the elevation and flow rate of the retrieval 
pump inlet, however, a particle does not have to be suspended to be retrieved. 
Suspension of the particles into a uniform mixture is not required as long as the mixing 
equipment can move the material to the retrieval pump inlet. Equipment that can create 
bulk circulation patterns in a tank may be able to “push” solids to the retrieval pump inlet 
without suspending the particles, reducing the “dead zones” of material deposition within 
the tank (Enderlin 1999). 
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4.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPELLER MIXER 

A propeller mixer operates to move a large volume of lluid at a low pressure. Propellers are an 
axial tlow device, meaning the principal direction of discharge coincides with the axis of 
impeller rotation. Inflow to the propeller is mostly radial when a direct-drive submersible motor 
is present, while outflow is mostly axial except for a tangential component (swirl). An axial flow 
propeller does not have its maximum flow at the center as does the jet produccd from a 
pressurized nozzle. The maximum velocity is located in  an annular ring. To improve the 
efficiency of the propeller mixer, a close-fitting shroud (also called a jet ring) may be installed. 
This results in an increase in far-field velocities and also reduces losses from blade tip 
recirculation. Figure 4-1 shows FlygtrM propeller mixers, with and without ajet ring. 

Figure 4-1. FlygtrM Propeller Mixers, With and Without Jet Ring. 

4.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE FLYGT'M 
SUBMERSIBLE PROPELLER MIXER 

Flygt.IM manufactures a line of compact, dircct-drive, stainless steel, propeller mixers. These 
mixers can be found in wastewater treatment plants, sewage plants, pulp mills, offshore drilling 
rigs, fish farins, chemical processing plants, breweries, mincs, and steelworks. The 
Model 600 series mixers range in motor capacity from I hp to 40 hp. Propeller diameters range 
from 8.50 in. to 30.25 in., at blade angles from 5" to 14". Larger blade angles produce more 
thrust but also more loading on the motor. The largest size, the Model 4680 (40 lip), is of 
primary interest for the Hanford Site tank application given the challenging nature of sludge 
mobilization. The Model 4680 mixer with a jet ring (shroud) generates a flow rate of 
30,000 gal/min and almost 7000 Newtons (1,570 lb) of thrust in water. As a point of 
comparison, the baseline jet mixer pump produces a pioximately 5,000 gal/min of tlow through 
each nozzle and has a UoD of approximately 29 ft-s . 7 y . 
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The FlygtTM recently developed a 50-hp mixer with an extended shroud that produccs 
6,000 Newtons of thrust and will f i t  down a 24-in. riser. This unit is discussed in greater detail in 
Section 5.0. FlygtTM indicated it could possibly develop a 100-hp unit  for a 24-in. riser if 
requested by a potential customer. 

Vendor cutsheets from FlygVM presenting detailed product description, performance, and 
configuration for the Model 4680 mixer are included in Appendix A. Figure 4-2 shows an 
equipment cross-section along with description of the principle components of the mixer. 

Figure 4-2. FlygtrM Propeller Mixer Cross-Section 

1. Cableentry 

Compressible bushing In-house designed mechanical Contains seal oil for 
and strain relief on the face seal protects the motor 
cable prevents leakage from media intrusion. 
into motor. 

2. Inner and outer shaft seal 3. Oil housing 

lubrication and cooling of 
the seals. Also acts as 

\ 4. Electric Motor /’ 5. Bearings 6. Propeller 7. Jet Ring 

Multi-pole squirrel cage The shaft is carried in Highly efficient double Increases hydraulic 
induction motor with one main bearing at the curved blades are efficiency thereby 
thermal overload propeller end and a available at different reducing power 
protection. Designed double-supportive angles to provide different consumption. 
for direct on-line start bearing at the rear end. mixing capabilities. 
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4.2 FEATURES OF THE FLYGTTM 
SUBMERSIBLE PROPELLER MIXER 

While there is no intent for this study to establish a comparison of the two technologies, the well 
known and well developed jet mixer pump offers a useful reference in understanding the main 
features of the submersible propeller mixer. Table 4-1 compares the FlygtTM submersible 
propeller mixer pump and the jet mixer pump. 

Table 4-1. HygtTM Mixer Versus Jet Mixer PumD Feature ComDarkon. _ -  
RyDfrUpropaUar*rp;(unp 

Unidirectional flow allows for bulk flow natterns lo be 
created within the tank, which can aid the transport of 
solids. 
Unidirectional flow allows additive effects of multiple 
mixers to be used to concentrate energy on limited 
regions of the tank. Thus in some instances mobilization 
may be possible even when the total mixer power is not 
large enough to effectively mix the entire tank. 
Likewise, poor orientation of multiple mixers in a tank 
can hinder mobilization and produce “dead zones” 
within the tank. 

Unidirectional flow results in large thrust force applied 
IO S U D D O I h E  ShUCIUIe. 

The units require no fresh water supply. 

The direct-drive, submersible design eliminates the need 
for a long line shaft. 

High-volume flow-per-unit power has demonstrated 
effectiveness in industrial solids suspension and 
blending applications. 
Propeller can not be located as close to floor as nozzles, 
but can be aimed toward floor. 
Low power input to tank (50 hp or less) results in slower 
tank heat-up. 

Propeller and submersible motor appear relatively easy 
to decontaminate. 
Not developed for radioactive waste tank application. 
With proper mast design, unit can be pointed in almost 
any direction. 

Jd mbtar pump 
Diametrically opposed nozzles result in equal and 
opposite flow rates, disrupting creation of any bulk flow 
Datterns within tank. 
Diametrically opposed nozzles result in equal and 
opposite flow rates, disrupting creation of any bulk flow 
patterns within the tank. Rotational coverage can be 
affected by having to consider impingement effects of 
the backside jet on in-tank components. 

Diametrically opposed nozzles balance out thrust forces. 

The baseline mixer pump design, built by Lawrence 
Pumps* for Project W-211, has a water-filled column. 
The baseline mixer pump design, built by Lawrence 
Pump for Project W-211, uses a long line shaft that is 
lubricated bv the water-filled column. 
High-velocity discharge from nozzles has demonstrated 
effectiveness in mobilizing sludge. 

Nozzles can be located closer to floor, advantageously 
concentratine enerev near sludge. 
Current baseline design is 300 hp, resulting in faster tank 
heat-up. (Motor is not submerged; tank needs to 
dissipate hydraulic energy only.) 
Baseline design bas liquid retention cavities because of 
the water-filled column. 
Developed for radioactive waste tank application. 
Vertical line shaft and dual n o ~ ~ l e s  limit ability to orient 
discharge in vertical nlane. 

*Lawrence Pumps is a trademark of Lawrence Pumps, Inc., Lawrence, Massachusetts. 
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5.0 USE OF FLYGTTM MIXER AT OTHER 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SITES 

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY 
TANK APPLICATION EXPERIENCE 

Hot _.ployment of FlygtTM mixers at ORNL was documented in Enderlin (199 
is a summary of the information provided in this report. 

. The following 

Flygtm mixers were selected for deployment by the Gunite and Associated Tank Remediation 
Project at ORNL as an alternative system to remotely operated cleaning systems for waste 
retrieval. The remotely operated cleaning systems are designed to clean tank walls, remove large 
debris, break up hardpan sludge, and retrieve waste heels as needed. The goal of using the 
FlygtTM mixers was to reduce the overall cost of retrieval operations at ORNL by retrieving the 
less challenging portion of the waste within the tanks and limiting the operating time (wear) on 
the remotely operated cleaning systems. 

Between July and November 1998, two 15-hp Flygtm mixers were installed and operated in 
gunite Tank W-5 at ORNL. It is believed that the mixers were Model 4660 mixers; however, no 
model number was given. The mixers were deployed through existing risers and suspended on a 
mast assembly. The mast assembly supported all mixer loads from a structural steel platform, 
which was located above grade and spanned the entire diameter of the tank. During operation, 
the mixers were horizontal such that the mixer shaft was parallel to the tank floor. Liquid 
volume was not recorded during operation. Tank W-5 has a diameter of 50 ft. Based on the 
criteria of a minimum clearance of 1 ft between the mixers and the tank floor and the estimated 
average liquid height of 3.3 ft, it appears the liquid level was on average approximately 5 in. 
above the top of the mixers during operation. The following procedure was used to carry out 
retrieval operations: 

Add supernatant liquid to Tank W-5 from the holding tank (Tank W-8) 

Simultaneously operate both FlygtTM mixers to midsuspend Tank W-5 sludge with the 
supernatant liquid 

Transfer the resultant slurry to Tank W-9 and allow to settle 

Transfer the supernatant from Tank W-9 to Tank W-8 

Repeat mixing campaign until sample data indicates that a “minimal return point” has 
been achieved. 

The operating time of the mixers during a cycle varied from 4 to 72 h. Shorter durations of 
mixer operation were employed for the initial cycles of mobilization and waste transfer. The 
mixer operating time for a single mobilization cycle was progressively increased throughout the 
retrieval campaign. The total run time for each mixer was approximately 250 h. 
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The mixer orientation remained fixed during a mobilization cycle; however, the mixers could be 
reoriented between cycles. Visual observations were used to modify mixer operations. The 
mixers were repositioned to direct the discharge toward areas with the largest deposits of solids. 

Samples of the suspended slurry were extracted from the tank during mixer operation as the 
campaign progressed and evaluated for the weight percent (wt%) solids, density, and 
radiochemical content analysis. The mobilization cycles continued until the solids content 
within the supernatant liquid was less than 0.10 wt%, which occurred after five cycles. An 
estimated liquid volume of 250,000 gal was cycled through Tank W-5 during the five waste 
mobilization cycles. No initial or final liquid levels were given for the various cycles. 

It is estimated the five cycles of waste mobilization removed 70% of the solids and radioactive 
content that had existed in Tank W-5. The solids were reduced from 6,600 to 2,000 gal. An 
average of 2.0 wt% was retrieved. The radioactivity content was reduced from approximately 
238 to 72 Ci. The performance of the FlygtTM mixers exceeded ORNL's expectations. 

5.2 SAVANNAH RIVER SITE TESTING 
EXPERIENCE 

In the early 1980s, two jet mixer pumps were used to dissolve and retrieve the saltcake in 
Tank 19 at SRS. Not all of the waste was removed during this retrieval campaign, however, and 
roughly 33,000 gal of waste solids remain. The solids are composed of sludge, zeolite, and salt. 
Based on the topography of the solids heel in Tank 19, it is suspected that the mixer pumps did 
not have sufficient power to maintain the faster-settling solids in suspension or that the mixer 
pump jets pushed the larger, settled solids out beyond the reach of the jets. 

An effort was made to identify and design alternative waste retrieval techniques for the Tank 19 
waste. During 1998, PNNL, ORNL, SRS, and FlygtTM staff members conducted a joint mixer 
testing program to evaluate the applicability of FlygtTM mixers to Tank 19 waste retrieval and 
waste retrieval in other DOE tanks. This test program evolved through three phases (A, B, and 
C) that are documented in Powell et al. (1999a. 1999b, 1999c), and a Phase D that has not yet 
been documented. Deployment of FlygtTM mixers in Tank 19 is anticipated by September 2000. 
The joint tests and current status are summarized in the sections below. 

5.2.1 Phases A, B, and C Mixing Test Description 

The information in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 is summarized from Powell et al. (1999a, 1999b, 
1999~). 

Note: None of the Phase A or B tests were geometrically, kinematically, and/or 
dynamically similar to the proposed Tank 19 mixing system with Model 4680 
FlygtTM mixers nor to the waste tanks at the Hanford Site. Therefore, 
extrapolation of the Phases A and B data is required to make predictions for 
mobilization performance in a full-scale tank. The Phase C test was performed in 
a full-scale tank in water with a full-scale FlygtrM mixer. 
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Phase A tests were performed at the FlygtrM laboratory in Trumbull, Connecticut, in a 1.5-ft- 
diameter, clear-bottom tank using small, stationary Flygt.lM mixers (3-in. propeller diameter) 
positioned near the tank floor. The principal objectives of the small-scale FlygtrM mixer tests 
were ( I )  to measure the critical fluid velocities required lor sludge mobilization and particle 
suspension, (2) to evaluate the applicability of the Gladki constant-wall-shear-stress (CWSS) 
scaling theory for predicting mixing intensity to maintain a suspension of solids in a just- 
suspended condition, and (3) to provide small-scale test results for comparison with larger-scale 
tests to observe the effects of scalc-up. 

Phase B tests involved larger-scale tests in PNNL's pilot-scale mixing tanks (6-ft diameter and 
18.7-ft diameter) at the Hanford Site using stationary 4-hp Model 4640 FlygtrM mixers. The 
18.7-ft-diameter tank is a quarter-scale replica of a DST at the Hanford Site. A variety of 
simulants were used for the Phase B tests. The test matrix included particle mobilization tests 
with zeolite and crushed limestone and sludge mobilization tests with clay-based sludge. Tests 
were performed using one mixer in the 6-ft tank, as shown in Figure 5-1, and three mixers in the 
18.7-ft tank. The size of the mixer propellers used were more than three times larger than 
required by geometric scaling of the Tank 19 mixers. 

Figure 5- I .  Installation of Mixer in Test Tank, 

The main objectives of the Phase B tests were to determine the average wall stress and fluid 
velocity required to mobilize sludge and to validate the CWSS theory for solids suspension. The 
data from the Phase B tests were compared to the Phase A tests where possible. The approach 
used in the Phases A and B sludge mobilization analyses related the sludge shear strength to the 
average wall shear stress, TO (defined as the total mixer thrust divided by the wetted surface area 
within the tank) required to achieve 80% of the sludge mobilized. The 80% level was arbitrarily 
chosen to represent an acceptable degree of mobilization. This approach is referred to as thc 
average-wall-shear-stress theory lor solids mobilization. 
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The CWSS theory for predicting mixing intensity to maintain a suspension of solids in ajust- 
suspended condition was proven to be invalid in the Phase B testing. 

Phase C testing used stationary, full-scale F l y g P  Model 4680 mixers in  the SRS TNX test 
facility. The TNX tank is 85 ft in diameter and 8 ft  tall. Because the standard Model 4680 
mixers are too large to fit in the 24-in.-diameter tank risers at SRS, FlygtrM developed a modified 
mixer design that uses a smaller propeller and more powerful motor. A wire-mesh screen was 
installed on the mixer intake to protect the propeller from debris known to be inside SRS 
Tank 19 and other DOE waste tanks. SRS also developed a deployment mast to install and 
orient the Model 4680 mixers in waste tanks such as Tank 19. The mixers were installed in the 
TNX tank in various positions (in most cases the positions corresponded to Tank 19 riser 
locations) and orientations. Figures 5-2 and 5-3  are photographs of the SRS configuration. 
Section 10.0 describes the SRS deployment mast configuration further. 

Water was used for all the Phase C tests. The tests were conducted by operating the mixers at 
full speed (860 r/min) and measuring the fluid velocity at selected locations in the tanks for three 
different liquid levels and various mixer orientations. As seen in Figures 5-2 and 5-3, extended 
shrouds of various lengths were installed on the Flygt'rM mixer in an effort to obtain an optimum 
length that maximizes far-field velocities. 

Figure 5-2. Modified Flygt'lM Mixer Deployed in Horizontal Position 
at Savannah River Site TNX Tank. 
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Figure 5-3 .  Modified Flygt'IM Mixer and Deployment 4ast in 'crtic; Position 

5.2.2 Phases A, B, and C Mixing Test Conclusions 

Key conclusions and recommendations drawn from the Phases A, B, and C experimental results 
that may have potential application to the Flygt'rM mixer in waste tanks at the Hanlord Site are 
summarized below (see Powcll et al. 1999c for full listing). It should be noted that during these 
tests, geometric, kinematic, and dynamic similarity did not exist between the test cases and any 
full-size DOE tanks. Extrapolation of the test data is rcquired to make predictions for 
mobilization performance in a full-scale tank. 

Constant power-per-unit-volume mixer scaling was consistent between the three tests and 
may be used to make a rough prediction of the number of mixers required in a tank. The 
accuracy of this scaling predictor is uncertain because the effects of changing the number 
of mixers and liquid-level-to-tank-diameter ratio are not well understood. Constant 
power-per-unit-volume scaling will overpredict power requirements for smaller 
particulates and underpredict power requirements for larger sizes (best applicable to 
particulates with median size of 0.4 mni to 0.8 mm). 

Continuous rotation (or oscillation) or discrete positioning (cycling through fixed 
positions) of the Flygt'IM mixers is expected to significantly improvc their performance 
(periodically on ii timc scale of minutes). 
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. At the scales tested, the calculated average-wall-shear-stress, TO, required to mobilize 
about 80% of the sludge in a tank is on the order of 5% to 15% of the sludge shear 
strength. Evidence exists that these percentages increase with increasing scale, but it is 
not known if this effect is real or an artifact of differences in the simulants tested. This 
method does not appear to apply to rapidly settling particles in large tanks. 

5.2.3 Phase D Test Description 

The Phase D tests were performed in PNNL‘s quarter-scale mixing tank at the Hanford Site to 
evaluate potential operating sequences and provide recommendations for future Tank 19 
operations. The retrieval tests used three 4-hp Model 4640 FlygtTM mixers each attached to an 
independently oscillating mast, which allowed for either continuous oscillation (“sweeping” of 
the tank floor) or periodic reorienting of the mixers during operation. Placement of the mixers 
within the tank is shown Figure 5-4 and was relative to the riser locations and height above floor 
in Tank 19. The simulants used were of relatively low shear strength. 

Figure 5-4. Relative Orientations of Flygtm Mixers and Retrieval Pump for Phase D Tests. 

0‘ 

Experimentation was performed for various operating scenarios to determine which orientations 
maximized retrieval rates from the tank. Both continuous oscillation and discrete positioning 
were evaluated. In the case of discrete positioning, the mixers were maintained in a particular 
orientation for a fixed period of time or until a drop in the solids retrieval rate was measured. 
Depending on the configuration, the testing indicated that in “good orientations” a synergy can 
result where the retrieval effectiveness is greater than the sum of individual mixer performances, 
and conversely in “bad orientations” the retrieval rate could be impeded and excessive material 
deposited in dead zones within the tank. The Phase D test results are documented in 
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TTP RL3-6-WT-5 1, FYOO Workscope, Milestone Completion Report A.1-4: Complete Test 
of 50-hp Flygt Mixer and Issue Phase D Test Report (PNNL 2000), which has been released to 
the Tank Focus Area. 

5.2.4 Modified FIygtTM Mixer Equipment Issues 

Important: The issues discussed in this section are solely related to experimental 
physical modifications made to the vendor’s standard equipment. This section is 
not applicable to the reliability of a standard “off-the-shelf” FlygtrM mixer unit. 

The modified Model 4680 FlygtTM mixers to be used in Tank 19 experienced component failures 
during testing by SRS and PNNL. These failures are connected to physical modifications made 
by SRS to the standard FlygtTM mixer unit for the purpose of enabling the most powerful mixer 
unit available to fit down a smaller riser than would otherwise be possible. A small-size and 
high-power propeller mixer is of great interest at the Hanford Site because of the limited size and 
availability of tank risers; therefore, SRS’s experience is presented in detail below. 

The failures on the modified mixers included one instance of a broken propeller, one broken 
shaft, and failure of the extended shroud and shroud-support structure. Cavitation, excessive 
vibration, and subpar motor performance (low power factor) were identified and/or measured on 
the units. According to information provided by SRS‘, the modified Model 4680 mixer used in 
Phase C testing had the following modifications versus a standard “off-the-shelf‘ Model 4680 
mixer (not including the mast and deployment assembly). 

The standard 40-hp motor was rewound from a 16-pole to 8-pole (440 r/min to 
880 r/min) to increase the total output horsepower to 50 hp. 

The standard power cable was changed to allow for the higher amps of the new motor 
resulting from rewinding. 

To make the unit fit within the SRS 24-in.-diameter riser, the standard 30-1/8 in. 
propeller for the Model 4680 was replaced by a 22-in. propeller from the standard 15-hp 
Model 4660 unit, which was then trimmed to 20 in. to fit within the shroud. 

The shaft diameter at the propeller hub was reduced to accommodate the modified 
propeller. 

An extended shroud was devised to try to focus the flow leaving the propeller as a 
turbulent free jet. 

A wire mesh screen was added to the mixer suction to protect the propeller from debris. 
The annular intake opening is significantly reduced from that of an off-the-shelf unit. 

*Communication with B. Adkins, SRS Test Lead 
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SRS related significant troubleshooting and upgrading that has taken place on the modified 
mixer configuration since the Phase C testing. The original (standard) propeller (which had 
blades welded to the hub) has bccn replaced by a morc robust, cast one-piccc propeller, which is 
shown in Figure 5-5. 

Figure 5-5. New Propeller Installed within Original Extcnded Shroud 

The propeller hub is redesigned to accomtnodate a larger diameter shaft to reduce the probability 
of shaft breakage. (Note: Conjecture is that the extended shroud contributed to the 
propeller/shaft breakagc problems bccausc of its addcd back pressure above what the standard 
Model 4680 mixer [an axial flow device] was designed). 

Cavitation and vibration detected during testing is suspected to have been causcd by sevcral 
items: a lack of concentricity between the blade and the shroud (which was extrernc-as great as 
a 0.25-in. difference in blade clearance around the perimeter of thc shroud, 3 tirncs vane pass 
frequencies were measured corresponding to the three propeller blades), the trimming of the 
propeller blades to fit the 24-in.-diameter envelope, and the severe reduction in the mixer intake 
opening area that may be causing flow starvation. SRS has manufacturcd a new shroud 
machined to a 0.005-in. concentricity that, when mounted, resulted in a bladekhroud 
concentricity of less than 0.030 in. 

Endurance testing of a modified Model 4680 mixer with new propeller and shaft, but with the 
old shroud, in 1.2-specific gravity slurry was performed by PNNL in early May 2000 at the 
Hanford Site quarter-scale tank. The objective of the endurancc test was to verify that the SRS- 
modified FlygtTM mixers will perform reliably during the heel suspension and mixing phase of 
the waste removal operation for Tank 19. After 67 h of testing, the unit showed significant 
physical damage including cracked welds, numerous cracks in the support structure securing the 
shroud to the motor, blade tip damage, loosc accclcromctcrs, and missing portions of the inlet 
screen (Endcrlin 2000). As of the publication date of the report, the testing has been halted 
pending further action. 
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Optimization testing of a modified Model 4680 mixer with new propeller, shaft, and shroud was 
performed at SRS TNX facility in early May 2000 (Adkins 2000). The mixer was assessed by 
SRS to have operated very well. Full-load motor current was reduced from 85 to 75 amps with 
the new shroud design. Vibration levels on the motor and shroud were high compared to 
industry standards for other pieces of rotating equipment such as pumps. Vibration levels 
increased by three to four times between 700 and 860 r/min, apparently as a result of a system 
natural frequency, which led to a recommendation to use adjustable speed drives in the field. 
Velocity data for the new shroud indicated that near-field velocities were increased by 33% as 
compared to the old shroud design with new propeller, whereas far-field velocities were nearly 
identical. The test data indicated that changes in the inlet region of the mixer play a significant 
role in mixer vibration, motor current load, vortex suppression, and discharge velocity. A 6-in. 
piece of sheet metal was placed around the circumference of the mixer at the inlet region of the 
mixer closest to the propeller to reduce the suction area and change the inlet flow angle of the 
mixer from radial to axial. Overall, motor and shroud vibration levels decreased significantly 
when this was performed while motor current increased from 75 to 84 amps. 

Further testing may be performed to demonstrate the SRS-modified FlygtTM mixer can operate 
with sufficient reliability to complete the entire Tank 19 cleanout mission. Once again, these 
reliability issues are a direct result of modifications made to the standard Flygtm mixer design 
and do not seem to call into question the reliability of the standard FlygtTM mixer unit that has 
demonstrated longevity in varied industrial applications. 
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6.0 FUNCTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR AUXILIARY SOLIDS 
MOBILIZATION IN HANFORD SITE TANKS 

Auxiliary solids mobilization (also termed as extended sludge retrieval) is defined as the freeing 
or separation of particles from a sludge surface into a flowing slurry by the erosive action of a 
supplemental retrieval system to the primary, baseline jet mixer pumps. Derived Requirements 
for Double-Shell Tank High-Level Waste Auxiliary Solids Mobilization (Tedeschi 2000) defines 
the derived functions and requirements for the development of auxiliary, waste solids 
mobilization equipment for use in HLW tanks. These are the minimum requirements the FlygtTM 
mixer system shall be expected to meet to receive further consideration as an auxiliary waste 
mobilization system. The full list of requirements is included in Appendix B of this document. 

The performance criteria given in Tedeschi (2000) are based on the needs of those tanks 
sequenced in the first phase of waste retrieval. The most recent published information was 
examined and included the baseline document, Tank Waste Remediation System Operation and 
Utilizafion Plan, (Kirkbride et al. 1999) and published case documentation for Retrieval 
Case 3S5 (Kirkbride 1999). This produced the following listing of HLW tanks consisting of 
eight DSTs and two SSTs: Tanks 241-AN-104,241-AW-103,241-AW-104,241-AY-101, 
241-AY-102,241-AZ-101,241-AZ-102,241-C-104,241-C-107, and 241-SY- 102. 

The two waste storage tanks most likely to require auxiliary solids mobilization are 
Tanks 241-AW-103 and 241-SY-102 based on modeling ECR results with two mixer pumps 
(Kirkbride et al. 1999). These two tanks are the primary source of requirements to ensure 
additional mobilization technology would be applicable to their conditions. The other eight 
tanks helped establish requirement ranges and bounding conditions. The derived requirements 
encompass performance and process criteria, tank environmental conditions, physical 
constraints, equipment deployment, operations and maintenance, safety, and radiological control. 
A table of requirements and a compilation of tank and related data are tabulated in Appendix B. 

Tedeschi (2000) provides special emphasis on criteria deemed to be of overriding importance to 
the mission goal, in particular, those criteria that maximize tank applicability and ECR while 
maintaining tank integrity and protection of workers and site personnel. These criteria are 
summarized in Table 6-1. 
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Table 6- 1 .  Mission Essential Criteria. 

Minimum - Equipment shall mobilize areas outside of the effective cleaning radius of a dual 
installed mixer system. (see Figure 1-1). 
Maximum - Equipment shall be capable of mobilizing solids at various tank locations, including 
the center of the tank or even under installed mixer uumus . .  

Tank Ap&cnb& 
Minimum - Equipment shall be installed and ouerated for auxiliary solids mobilization in 
double-shell tanks 241-AW-103 and 241-SY-162. 
Maximum - Application shall be extended to maximize usage in double-shell tanks 
24 1-AN- 104,241 -AW- 104,241 -AY- 101,24 1 -AY- 102,241-AZ- 101,24 1 -AZ- 102, and single- 
shell tanks 241-C-104 and 241-C-107. Consideration shall be given to extend use to remaining 
double-shell tanks. 

Minimum - Equipment shall mobilize solids in sludge with shear strength 3.38 kPa at a distance 
of 3.0 m (9.8 ft). Equipment shall also be able to operate at varied internal tank heights and 
controlled to variable discharge directions. 
Maximum - Equipment shall mobilize solids in a sludge with shear strength of 3.38 kPa at a 
distance of 6.0 m (19.6 ft). Consideration shall be given to mobilization of sludge with shear 
strengths of 4.8 P a .  Consideration shall be given to operation of equipment with varied tank 
heights and discharge directions without need for riser disconnectionhemoval or breaking of tank 
confinement.' . . .. . .. . 

Pr~perty and Personnel Pmtection 
Criteria - Equipment shall not erode tank internal surfaces. Equipment shall not displace or 
damage other installed and operational tank systems. Equipment shall meet all safety-derived 
requirements. 

*Consideration shall also be given to maximize the following additional capabilities: waste dissolution 
enhancement, viscous liquid mixing, slurry mixing, and dislodgment of solid heels. While some of this activity will 
occur naturally dependent upon the technology, it is desirable to maximize these parameters to aid in pumping 
retrieval. 
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7.0 PROPOSED PROPELLER MIXER CONFIGURATION AND INITIAL 
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION BY ITT FLYGT CORPORATION 

FlygtTM was contacted to provide information in support of this technical assessment. The key 
information requested was: 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Number of, and possible, mixer(s) configuration(s) 

Recommended mixer(s) characteristics (power and size) 

Predicted performance in the absence of experimental data for the considered application 
(mixing effectiveness) 

Necessary development (design adaption, testing, and modeling) that would be required 
to validate performance 

ROM costkhedule for overall development and procurement leading to delivery of a 
first unit 

ROM cost of standard off-the-shelf units 

Identification of any design requirements that could be limiting and, if so, 
recommendations for alternative approaches 

Impact of tank access or physical constraints on performance 

Reliability data for the submersible mixer in related applications 

Infrastructure and utility needs. 

The two tanks most likely to require auxiliary solids mobilization, Tanks 241-AW-103 and 
241-SY-102, were initially selected for evaluation. It was revealed early on that the riser size 
constraints present in Tank 241-AW-103 (considering jet mixer pumps to be installed in the two 
outboard 42-in. risers) rule out deployment of FlygtTM mixers anywhere but the central pump pit 
in that tank (see Section 9.1). Tank 241-AY-102, the next most difficult tank to mobilize of the 
ten selected based on the sludge shear strength data included in Appendix B, was then selected. 

FlygtTM performed evaluations to select candidate FlygtTM mixers for deployment in 
Tanks 241-AY-102 and 241-SY-102, working within the riser constraints identified in 
Section 9.1 and using the information provided in Tedeschi (2000) which includes tank 
environment data, waste properties, core sample profile data, and jet mixer pump-predicted 
ECRs. The evaluations as transmitted from FlygtTM are presented in Appendix C. They are 
focused on predicting the cleaning area of the FlygtTM propeller mixer using results from the 
Phases A, B, and C testing along with equipment performance data from the selected mixer. 
Equipment impacts and needs are discussed, but no cost or schedule data are included. 
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7.1 MOBILIZATION EFFECTIVENESS 
PREDICTION METHODOLOGY USED BY 
THE VENDOR 

The Flygtm mobilization prediction methodology applies the results from the Phases A, B, and 
C tests along with Flygtm equipment performance data and some subjective assumptions to 
predict a cleaning radius and cleaning area. The methodology follows in the steps below (see 
Appendix C for more detail). 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

For a given tank, use Equation 1 (Section 1.0) to predict jet mixer ECR to determine the 
percentage of the tank floor swept by the primary jet mixer pumps. 

Subtract the answer (from Step 1) from 100 to obtain the percentage of tank floor not 
covered by agitation. 

Determine the entire wetted surface area of the tank up to the 4-ft level (bottom and 
wall) (assumption from FlygtTM, see Appendix C). 

Multiply the tank wetted surface area (obtained in Step 3) by the percentage of tank 
floor not covered by agitation (obtained in Step 2) to obtain the supplementary wetted 
area to be cleaned out. 

Divide result (obtained in Step 4) by sum of “dead areas” in tank where an individual 
Flygtm mixer can be installed for auxiliary cleaning. 

Obtain average T~ in tank. 

Based on results of Phases A and B tests, multiply T% by 0.05 (i.e., 5%) to obtain the T~ 
that will lead to mobilization of 80% of the sludge in the tank. (In this methodology, T~ 
also equals the average wall shear stress.) 

Select a propeller mixer. 

Divide the thrust of the selected mixer by the T~ determined in Step 7 to obtain the 
coverage area of the mixer. 

Assume the shape of a coverage area produced by a stationary mixer can be compared 
to an ellipse. Convert the coverage area calculated in Step 9 into a half-ellipse. 

Assume the ellipse has a longer radius 1.4 times greater than the smaller radius and 
solve the mathematical equation for an ellipse for the long radius. This is the predicted 
sweeping radius of the mixer. 

Calculate the area of a circle with radius from Step 11. This is the supplementary floor 
area cleaned by the Flygtm mixer. (It is assumed the mixer can rotate to cover 360°.) 
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Horseuower 

13. Compare the answer from Step 12 (the floor area cleaned by the mixer) to Step 5 (the 
“dead area” needing mobilization by an individual mixer). If the number from Step 12 
is greater than the number from Step 5 then the entire “dead area” is predicted to be 
mobilized. 

Using the vendor’s methodology above, Table 7-1 shows the predicted cleaning radii of mixer 
model configurations as a function of sludge shear strength and critical shear stress to induce 
mobilization. Sensitivity of the predicted cleaning radii to the key parameters of 2, and T, is 
discussed further in Section 8.0. 

FlygtTM Mixer Model 
SRS- 

4680 
4640 4660 4660 4680 4680 modified 

4 15 15 40 40 50 

Propeller diameter (in.) 

~~ 

Configuration I Jet ring I Without I Jet ring I Without I Jetring 1 Extended 

14-7/16 22-13/16 I 22-13/16 I 30-1/8 I 30-118 I 20 

Riser size required (in.) 
Thrust (Newtons) 
For zs = 1000 Pa and 
fC = 0.052, -Predicted 
cleaning radius using 
vendor methodology (ft) 

20 24 34 34 42 24 
900 1400 3000 5500 7000 6000 
19 23 34 46 52 48 

For z, = 3000 Pa and 
fC = 0.057, - Predicted 
cleaning radius using 
vendor methodology (ft) 

For = 3000 Pa and 
T~ = 0.152, - Predicted 
cleaning radius using 
vendor methodology (ft) 
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7.2 MOBILIZATION EFFECTIVENESS 
PREDICTION FOR TANK 241-AY-102 

Transmittal letter T0406DD.doc included in Appendix C presents FlygtTM’s proposed mixer 
selection, configuration, performance prediction methodology, and predicted mobilization results 
for Tank 241-AY-102. Their recommendation is to deploy two 40-hp, 14” blade angle, 
Model 4680 propeller mixers without jet ring in Risers 1B and 1D. FlygtTM predicts a cleaning 
radius of 26 ft for each mixer. This is presented graphically in Figure 7- 1. The presence of 
airlift circulators within the tank was neglected for this prediction. Model selection was 
influenced by having only 34-in.-diameter risers available in Tank 241-AY-102, resulting in 
selection of an unshrouded mixer unit (with less thrust output) than if a 42-in. riser were 
available. It is very interesting to note that Flygtm predicts their mixer to have a greater 
cleaning radius (26 ft) than the retrieval baseline jet mixer pump (ECR = 23 ft [Crawford 19991). 
FlygtTM stated in verbal discussion their feeling was the accuracy was “high,” but was unable to 
quantify the uncertainty present in the prediction. Section 8.0 contains an assessment of the 
prediction. 

7.3 MOBILIZATION EFFECTIVENESS 
PREDICTION FOR TANK 241-SY-102 

Transmittal letter TO52OGL.doc included in Appendix C presents FlygtTM’s proposed mixer 
selection, configuration, and predicted mobilization results for Tank 241-SY-102. FlygtTM 
presents three options for this tank. The selected option is to deploy two 50-hp, SRS-modified 
Model 4680 propeller mixers with extended shroud in Risers-024 and -025. Flygtm predicts a 
cleaning radius of 26 ft for each mixer. This is presented graphically in Figure 7-2. Model 
selection was greatly influenced by having only 20-in.-diameter risers available in 
Tank 241-SY-102 (and then only by bringing two subsurface construction risers up to grade). 
The propeller of the SRS-modified mixer must be trimmed from 20 in. to 19 in. to fit through the 
riser. It is very interesting to note that Flygtm predicts its mixer to have a greater cleaning 
radius (26 ft) than the retrieval baseline jet mixer pump (ECR = 21 ft [Crawford 19991). Flygtm 
stated in verbal discussion its feeling was the accuracy was “high,” but was unable to quantify 
the uncertainty present in the prediction. See Section 8.0 for assessment of the prediction. 
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Figure 7-1. Summary of FlygtTM Recommendations and Performance Prediction 
for Tank 241-AY-102. 
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Figure 7-2. Summary of FlygtTM Recommendations and Performance Prediction 
for Tank 241-SY-102. 
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7.4 ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY ITT FLYGT 
CORPORATION 

Issues identified by the vendor requiring further consideration are summarized below. See 
Appendix C for additional detail. 

. Riser size and availability - Section 9.1 contains further discussion. 

Motor loads - Motor loading of the FlygtTM mixers is expected to be 85% or greater as a 
result of maximizing thrust to provide greatest mobilization capability (i.e., cleaning 
radius) possible. Any combination of high-fluid density (specific gravity 21.2), viscosity 
(>lo0 cP), and temperature (>lo0 “F) necessitates reducing the mixer’s operating shaft 
speed to lower load on the motor. Flygtm recommends the use of a variable frequency 
drive for this purpose. Flygtm predicts that reduction of operating speed will be offset 
by the increased density of the waste, resulting in no net loss in thrust. 

Vertical placement and startup of mixer in tank - In response to the question: “How 
can the mixer reach the bottom and start operating in a horizontal position if there is a 
deep layer of sludge?” The recommendation of Flygtm is “the mixer cannot be buried in 
sludge at the beginning, it must be vertically positioned to mobilize sludge layer afer  
layer. ” 

Deployment mast - A powerful mixer such as the 40-hp unit requires a strong and stable 
mounting system to operate properly and maximize longevity. This should be the goal of 
the deployment mast development. 

Vortex suppression -The mixers need to be protected against vortexes via adequate 
submergence or by providing an antivortex suppressor when long-term mixer operation is 
expected using a mixer that is not completely submerged. 

Operation in conjunction with jet mixer pumps - FlygtTM recommended further 
evaluation of operation of their propeller mixer concurrently with jet mixer pumps. 
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8.0 ASSESSMENT OF ITT FLYGT CORPORATION MOBILIZATION 
EFFECTIVENESS PREDICTION 

In addition to the author’s own evaluation, three independent evaluations of Flygtm mobilization 
effectiveness prediction were performed. These evaluations were performed by knowledgeable 
individuals in the fields of fluid dynamics and pumps and are included in Appendix D. 

The mutual consensus of the evaluations, discussed below in this section, is that the existing 
experimental data are too limited to accurately predict Flygtw mixer performance in a full-sized 
Hanford Site waste tank. Regarding the FlygtTM Corp. prediction methodology, the evaluators’ 
consensus is it contains a high degree of uncertainty based on its extrapolation of the small-scale 
mixer testing performed to date to mixer performance in a full-sized tank. An improved 
methodology and further testing are necessary to accurately predict the mixer’s performance as a 
mobilization tool. 

Assessing the potential effectiveness of the Flygtm mixer as a mobilization device, the similarity 
in far-field velocities (10 or more diameters from the discharge) produced by a propeller mixer in 
water when compared to an idealized jet nozzle suggests a FlygtTM mixer could have a cleaning 
radius comparative to a jet mixer pump. On this basis, it is considered likely that a FlygtTM 
mixer in an optimum configuration is capable of providing the minimum mobilization efficiency 
(i.e., minimum ECR of 3 m (9.8 ft)) stated in Tedeschi (2000). 

The assessment of FlygtTM performance prediction methodology and FlygtTM mixer performance 
is categorized below as follows: 

Validity versus scaling relationships and existing experimental data 

Evaluation of assumptions in Flygtw performance prediction methodology 

Sensitivity of the methodology and mixer performance to changes in waste properties 

Comparison of propeller mixer far-field (downstream) velocities to that of an idealized 
jet. 

Appendix D should be consulted for the individual evaluations and for additional detail 

Validitv versus Scaling Relationshius and Existine Exwrimental Data. The FlygtTM 
prediction methodology is based on the results of the Phases A and B testing. As seen in 
Figure 8-1, these tests produced a very limited number of data points (seven of the data points 
were collected in the 1.5-ft tank, two points were measured in the 6-ft tank, and one point was 
measured in the 18.74 tank), and the data points collected using similar sludge shear strengths 
in different sized tanks varied by as much as 20%. The tests used simulants with a shear strength 
that is two-thirds of the minimum 3.38 kPa shear strength stated in the requirements document. 
This small data set does not contribute to a high level of confidence in the ability to extrapolate 
mixer performance in a full-sized tank. 
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Figure 8-1. Average Wall Shear Stress vs. Shear Strength. 
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A major limitation of the Phase A and Phase B mobilization tests is that they were not were 
geometrically, kinematically, and/or dynamically similar to a full-size waste tank or to each 
other. In addition to making data comparison difficult, the lack of geometric similarity (Le., 
diameter of propeller relative to diameter of a waste tank) combined with the relative closeness 
of the mixer to the wall in the majority of the tests ( 4 0  propeller diameters, such that a fully 
developed jet can not exist) indicates Flygtm’s prediction methodology may not address the 
same mixing phenomena that will occur in the Hanford Site tanks. The mobilization occurring 
during those tests is probably a result of secondary flow back to the mixer. 

Evaluation of AssumDtions in FlyptTM Performance Prediction Methodology. The following 
assumptions made in the FlygtTM prediction methodology unsuccessfully tie the Phases A and B 
test results to an ECR such as has been determined through jet mixer nozzle testing. 

1. Assumption of wall height for the wetted area calculation as 4 ft. Considering the 
diffusion angle of the propeller discharge jet, the wetted wall height under influence of 
the jet is greater than 4 ft. More difficult to assess, and a larger source of uncertainty, is 
how much wetted area should be considered in the calculation. The FlygtTM prediction 
method gives no boundary to the magnitude of circumference or height that should be 
used when scaled up to large tanks. (What wetted area should be used if the mixer is 
deployed in an extremely large tank where the jet cannot reach the wall?) 

2. The assumption that the average wall shear stress to induce 80% mobilization of solids in 
a tank, based on testing of a stationary FlygtTM mixer in a small tank, can be accurately 
related to the cleaning radius of a rotating mixer located at an indeterminate height in a 
much larger tank, via assumption of a subjective elliptical coverage area, appears to be a 
large one. 
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Sensitivity of the FlvgtrM Performance Prediction Methodolow to Changes in Waste 
ProDerties. Sensitivity analysis of predicted cleaning radii to the key parameters of 2, and 
average zs, as shown in Table 8-1, indicates a great variance in predicted cleaning radii. Based 
on the current state of knowledge, where neither zS and T~ are known with a great degree of 
accuracy, it is not reasonable to expect any methodology using these parameters to provide any 
better accuracy. For example, for a Model 4680 mixer without jet ring for ‘ E ~  =3000 Pa and 2, = 
0.05, the predicted cleaning radius is 33 ft, while for T~ =3000 Pa and T~ = 0.15, the predicted 
cleaning radius is 15 ft. 

Conmarison of Far-Field Velocities to those of a Jet Mixer Nozzle. The similarity in far-field 
velocities (10 or more diameters from the discharge) produced in water by a propeller mixer to 
those of a jet mixer suggests the propeller mixer could potentially have similar mobilization 
capabilities. The Phase C testing and more recent testing performed by SRS (Adkins 2000) have 
measured the near-field and far-field velocities produced by the modified Model 4680 mixer in 
water. These velocities range from 12 to 16 ft/s at the propeller discharge to 2.5 to 4.5 ft/s at a 
distance of 25 ft. 

Analytical methods permit the calculation of submerged jet velocities at distances from the 
source nozzle. These calculated velocities represent idealized conditions, but they can be used as 
a basis for performance comparisons between types of equipment. Equation 2 (Blevins 1984) is 
used to calculate the jet stream centerline velocities at distances from the nozzle. 

lZx(Nozz1e Exit Velocity)x (Nozzle Radius) 
Distance From Nozzle 

v, = (2) 

where: 

Figure 8-2 is a plot of the calculated submerged jet centerline velocities produced by a mixer 
pump nozzle and measured values from a FlygtTM mixer at distances from the jet source. The 
plot represents a mixer pump with a 0.5-ft diameter nozzle and a 5,482-gallmin flow rate. These 
specifications match those of a single nozzle in the 300-hp dual nozzle pump installed in 
Tank 241-AZ-101. The FlygtTM mixer velocities represent a modified Model 4680 mixer with a 
20-in.-diameter propeller and a 17,500-gallmin flow rate. Equation 2 provides values for the 
fully developed flow region; this is the only region plotted on Figure 8-2. 

The velocities produced at far-field locations in water by the SRS-modified FlygtrM mixer are 
moderately less than those created by an idealized jet mixer pump nozzle at the waste tanks 
outer reaches. As discussed previously, predicted tank retrieval efficiencies from the empirical 
ECR equation for jet mixer pumps vary from 12 to 42 ft (Crawford 1999). The ECR equation is 
not directly applicable to the propeller mixer for several reasons (different centerline height 
above tank floor, swirl component of propeller discharge, etc.); however, the degree by which 
the jet mixer pump exceeds the minimum required cleaning radius (9.8 ft) of an auxiliary 
mobilization device, as compared to the small difference in far-field velocities produced by each 
device in water, suggests the propeller mixer has a good probability of meeting the minimum 
cleaning radius requirement. 

Vx = velocity at distance x from nozzle. 
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Figure 8-2. Centerline Mixer Flow Velocities. 
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8.1 ELEMENTS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
WORK 

To more accurately assess the performance of the submersible propeller mixer as a mobilization 
device, the following activities are recommended: 

Mobilization tests scaled to the Hanford Site waste tank should be performed with higher 
shear strength simulants than were used in Phase B testing to validate key mixing 
parameters in this range. For example, testing thus far on lower shear strength simulants 
indicate the average wall shear stress ~orequired to mobilize about 80% of the sludge in a 
tank is on the order of 5% of the sludge shear strength; however, Phase B tests suggest 
this value may be as large as 15% in larger tanks. Previous mobilization tests have 
focused on granular material with negligible cohesive strength. Additional tests should 
use materials that represent a wider range of waste characteristics since much of Hanford 
waste is composed of concentrated colloidal suspensions displaying high shear strengths. 

Scaled tests comparing the mobilization performance of submersible propeller mixers to 
that of the jet mixer nozzles should be performed. These tests should be designed using 
the principles of similarity and should focus on the geometry and conditions existing 
within the Hanford Site waste tanks. A similarity analysis will identify comparable 
parameters. Through these tests the dimensionless parameters describing the 
mobilization process can be identified and used to develop correlations for predicting 
performance. 

Mobilization tests involving multiple propeller mixers in a tank should be performed to 
quantify the additive effects of bulk flow on sludge erosion via orientation of the mixers. 
Testing performed to date in this area has focused on mixing and transport of low shear 
strength solids for SRS Tank 19 application. 
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9.0 ASSESSMENT OF ITT FLYGT CORPORATION PROPELLER MIXER 
VERSUS DERIVED FUNCTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS 

Table 9-1 summarizes the assessment of the FlygtTM mixer versus each derived function and 
requirement for auxiliary solids mobilization presented in Tedeschi (2000) (see Appendix B.) 
The assessment is qualitative in nature. The main goal of this table is to assess whether the 
submersible propeller mixer device is acceptable, or can be made acceptable, for deployment and 
operation in the applicable waste tanks. The following scoring system was used: 

1. - Meets criteria 

2. -Could meet criteria with minor adaptation 

3. -Could meet criteria with substantial adaptation 

4. -Does not meet criteria 

5. - Insufficient information available to fully assess. 

The results of this assessment show that the FlygtTM mixer and its conceptual deployment 
hardware meet the vast majority of functions and requirements, or are capable of meeting them 
with minor adaptation. The major limitation for the auxiliary mobilization application is the lack 
of available large risers. This issue, along with additional assessment of several of the criteria is 
included in other sections of this report as noted. 

9.1 TANK PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS -RISER 
DIAMETER, LOCATION, AND 
AVAILABILITY 

Key questions for application of the Flygtw mixer are: What are the size, location, and 
availability of risers in the DSTs needing auxiliary solids mobilization? Are risers of suflcient 
size available in the right locations? 

Size - How small can the propeller mixer equipment be and still have some usefulness in 
mobilizing tank solids? The riser diameter constrains the size of the propeller, which limits the 
fluid volume and thrust a propeller mixer can produce, reducing its mobilization performance 
potential. The FlygtTM Model 4600 direct-drive mixer comes in propeller diameters ranging 
from 8.50 in. to 30.25 in. (see Appendix A). According to the vendor, a 12-in.-diameter riser is 
the minimum size riser FlygtTM would attempt to deploy its equipment in. 

Location - An available riser may not necessarily be a useful riser (i.e., if it is close to a riser 
used for primary mobilization equipment). 
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Table 9-1. Assessment of Flygtm Propeller Mixer versus Derived Functions 

Effective cleaning 
radius 

Waste pH 

Radioactive dose 

Waste temperature 

Discharge angle 

Mixer height 

Riser installation, 
width for pump, 
and related 
assemblylmast 

Utilities 
availability 

Natural phenomena 
design 

and Reauirements 
-. . , , .  . . . . .  . 

3 m to 6 m (9.8 ft to 19.8 ft) 
Minimum performance criteria = 3 m, 
in sludge with shear strengths to 
3.38 W a  
Caustic, 12 to +14 

Peak dose rate = 10 to 1100 rd ih 
Total integrated dose = 3.6 E05 to 9.5 
E07 rd 
60 to 95 "FforTanks 241-AW-103 
and 241-SY-102 
60 to 190 "F for remaining tanks 

Adjustable angles in both the vertical 
and horizontal plane. Best operation 
would allow adjustment remotely 
without breaking of confinement. 
Variable (ability to mobilize waste on 
bottom and at increments 15 to 20 ft 
above bottom bank elevation) 

Available nominal riser sizes: 4 in. 
diameter 
6 in. 

12 in. 

42 in. 

240/480 V ac 
Flush water through tanker or existing 
piping 
No instrument or comoressed air 
None 

3 sheets) 

1 

1 

5 

4 

3 

I 

1 

1 

.~ . .  . 

See Section 8.0 for detailed 
assessment. 

Materials of construction are 
acceptable for pH range shown. 
See Section 9.2 for detailed 
assessment. 

See Section 9.2 for detailed 
assessment. 

~ ~~~ 

See Section 10.0 for conceptual 
design of deployment assembly. 

See Section 10.0 for conceptual 
design of deployment assembly. 

See Section 9.1 for detailed 
assessment. 
See Section 9.1 for detailed 
assessment. 
See Section 9.1 for detailed 
assessment. 
See Section 9.1 for detailed 
assessment. 
No water source or compressed air 
required to operate mixer. 

Detailed design should be capable 
of meeting. Weight of propeller 
mixer less than that of mixer uumu 
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Table 9-1. Assessment of FlygtTM Propeller Mixer versus Derived Functions 

Ventilation system 
impacts 

Delivered 
horizontal 
displacement on 
vertical 
protuberances (e.g. 
thermocouple 
probes) in cleaning 
radius 
Material of 
construction 

Pit confinement 

Lift criteria 

Electrical systems 
within tank vapor 
space, and pits 

Electrical systems 
within submerged 
waste streams 

Weight 

and Reauirements 

6 0  ft3/min additional load 

Maximum 1 in, at tank bottom 
elevation 

Wetted materials shall maintain 5-yr 
life expectancy within waste 
conditions; minimum 304 stainless 
steel on all wetted pans 
Installation on potential risers within 
pits shall not intrude upon piping, and 
shall allow for reinstallation of all 
existine Dit covers 

Installatiodremoval will be per 
critical lift requirements of the 
Hanford Site Hoisting and Rigging 
M a n u a t  
Meets NFF'A 70, Class 1, Div. 1, 
Group B. design criteria' shall be 
reviewed by independent buyer expert 
group 
Meets NFF'A 70, Class 1, Div. 1, 
Group B, design criteria' or be 
demonstrated by process that 
submerged system provides no spark 
to tank vapor space 
Free supporting mast and pump 
assembly must meet allowable limits 
in addition to mixer pumps and 
retrieval pumps OR may be designed 
to rest on tank bottom, fully supported 
by floor 

3 sheets) 

1 /5 

5 

1 

1 

. .  

1 

2 

2 

5 

No additional air volume load on 
vent system. Impact of gas 
released from waste resulting from 
mixing action needs evaluation 
Calculations for specific tanks and 
waste protuberances will need to 
be made on a case-by-case basis. 
This requirement is a challenge to 
any slurry flow type mobilization 
technology. 

No incompatible materials were 
identified. 

Detailed design should be capable 
of meeting. Existing mixer pump 
oscillation systems and transfer 
DumD winch svstems meet criteria. 

Detailed design should be capable 
of meeting. 

See Section 9.3 for detailed 
assessment. 

See Section 9.7 for detailed 
assessment. 

Entire assembly expected to weigh 
approximately 7,000 Ib, not much 
more than a 42-in. riser shield plug 
(5,500 Ib). Dome loading 
calculations for specific tanks will 
need to be made on a case-by-case 
basis. 
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Shielding 

Table 9-1. Assessment of FlygtTM Propeller Mixer versus Derived Functions 

(e.g., foam) 

System shall be provided with 
shielding for protection of workers 
during installation and removal for 
disposal 

and Reauirements 

Control system Capable of being interlocked or 
remotely shut down upon indication of 
high waste temperature or tank 
ventilation shutdown 

Heat input Maximum sludgdwaste temperature 
rise of 10 T during continuous 
equipment operation and following 
12 h 

Location of control 
mechanisms 

Location of 
electrical areas 
components 
requiring 
calibration 

Localized control at tank farm within 
tank farm control room (greater than 
100 m away from tank) 
Not located within pits or shielded 

Riser seal Shall maintain existing confinement; 
riser seal shall be gasketed. Rotating 
seals shall be liquid-sealed with drain 
hack to the tank 

3 sheets) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I 

1 

1 

Detailed design should be capable 
of meeting. 

Heat input not expected to pose 
significant concern (50 hp or less). 
Heat input to tank significantly less 
than baseline iet mixer Dum0 

Detailed design should be capable 
of meeting. 

No electrical components within 
pits or shielded areas should need 
calibration. 

Detailed design should be capable 
of meeting. 

Propeller/shroud is free draining. 
A mechanical seal between waste 
and oil chamber, and another 
between oil chamber and motor, 
prevent waste ingress to motor. 
Detailed design should be capable 
of meeting. 

"Assessment Score Key: 
1 - Meets criteria 
2 - Could meet criteria with minor adaptation 
3 - Could meet criteria with substantial adaption 
4 -Does not meet criteria 
5 - Insufficient information available to properly assess. 

DOE/RL-92-36, 1993, Hanford Site Hoisting and Rigging Manual, US. Department of Energy, 
Richland Operations Office, Richland, Washington. 

Quincy, Massachusetts. 
E NFPA 70, 1999, National Electric Code, Class 1, Div. 1, Group B, National Fire Protection Association, 
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Tank 

241-AN-104 

Availability - A survey of the risers in candidate DSTs (called out in Tedeschi [2000]) was 
performed to determine which large-size risers house equipment necessary to the operation of the 
tank (such as ventilation system risers) and which risers are earmarked for primary solids 
mobilization. The remaining risers are then the “available” risers. Equipment such as camera 
systems and temperature probes located in 42-in. risers are assumed to be relocatable to 
accommodate auxiliary mixing devices. The following resources used for the survey: dome 
penetration schedules on H-14 drawings (essential drawings under configuration control); 
HNF-1507 (Rieck 1998) which gives projected riser use for Project W-211 mixer pumps; 
discussion with Project W-211 management, which identified several changes under way that 
may affect the riser use, and HNF-4408 (Brackenbury 1999) which identifies retrieval equipment 
to be installed as a part of Project W-521. Riser use for each candidate tank is presented in 
Appendix E. A summary of the available large risers for each candidate tank is shown in 
Table 9-2. 

Instfulce 
“r from other 

*’le mqeter hrnh P- mixer, eql&JmPt comment 
4- Ma- w m  

centerbe forriser (in.) 
(#) 

(ft) 
-012 42 3 ft 0 in. 17 C a y r a  Central pump pit 

Table 9-2. Available Laree Size Risers on Candidate Tanks. f2 sheets) 

241-AN-104 

241-AY-101 

riser 
-013 12 9 ti 0 in. 11 Temperature 6 ft from riser-012 

- lB 34 22 ft 0 in. 31 Sluice Dit Ba 
probe. 

241-AY-101 
241-AY- 101 
241-AY-101 

- lD 34 22 ft 0 in. 31 Sluice pit D’ 
-22 16 20 ft 0 in. 24 Spare 
-24 42 20 ft 0 in. 16 Camera 

241-AY-102 I -1 I 34 I 22 f t ~ i n .  I 31 I Sluice pit B’ 
241-AY-102 
241-AY-102 
241-AY-102 

-1 34 22 ft 0 in. 31 Sluice pit Da 
-22 16 20 ft 0 in. 24 Spare 
-24 42 20 ft 0 in. 16 Camera 

241-AW-103 

241-AW-103 

9-5 

-012 42 3 ti 0 in. 17 Central pump pit 

-013 12 9 ft 0 in. 11 Observation 6 ft from riser-012 
riser 

b b 

b 1241-AW-104 I -007 1 42 1 20 ft  in. I b 
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241-AW-104 

Table 9-2. Available Large Size Risers on Candidate Tanks. (2 sheets) 

-012 42 3 ft 0 in. 17 Central pump pit 
riser 

241-AW-104 

241-AZ-101 
241-AZ-101 

-013 12 9 ft 0 in. 11 Observation 6 ft from riser-012 

- lB 42 22 ft 0 in. 31 Sluice pit B 
- lD 42 22 ft 0 in. 31 Sluice oit D 

Port 

1241-AZ-102 I - lB I 42 I 22ftOin. I 31 1 I Sluice nit R I 

C 

'Project baseline is expected to be revised from four 150-hp primary mixer pumps to two 300-hp primary 
mixer pumps. If this does not occur, then this riser is not available. 

Neither Project W-211 nor W-521 baseline planning installs primary mixer pumps in Tank 241-AW-104. 
The outboard 42-in. risers are currently shown as available. 

Neither Project W-211 nor W-521 baseline planning installs primary mixer pumps in Tank 241-C-104. 
This is a single-shell tank, and there is significant uncertainty where the primary mixer pump(s) might be placed. 

Neither Project W-211 nor W-521 baseline planning installs primary mixer pumps in Tank 241-(2-107. 
This is a single-shell tank, and there is significant uncertainty where the primary mixer pump(s) might be placed. 
This tank has no riser greater than 12-in. in diameter, and is very riser-limited. 

'This is a construction riser that is currently capped below grade. Modification is required to make this a 
useful riser. 

Overall riser availability is summarized for each candidate tank in Table 9-3. A qualitative 
judgement has been made regarding the usefulness of each large riser for auxiliary solids 
mobilization based on the available riser's location on the tank and its distance from the primary 
mobilization mixer pumps. When reviewing this table it is important to note the assumptions 
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241 -AN- 104,241 -AW- 103 
241 -AW-104,24 1-C- 104 
241 -C-107 

made in Table 9-3 for Tanks 241-AY-101,241-AY-102,241-AW-104, and 241-SY-102. Each 
of these tanks could go from two or more available risers to one or zero available with a simple 
change of assumption. 

0 
Unknown 

Unknown, but appears to be zero 

Table 9-3. Summary of Candidate Tank Large Riser Availability. 

I 241-AY-101,241-AY-102,241-AZ-101, I 2 or more I 

1 None I 1 I 

Tanks 241-AW-104,241-C-104, and 241-C-107 are listed as unknown because the installation 
and location of primary mixers within this tank are not defined at this time. Based on their 
assessment, only five out of the ten Phase 1 HLW feed tanks lend themselves to auxiliary 
mobilization with FlygtTM mixers. 

9.2 MOTOR TEMPERATURE AND RADIATION 
RESISTANCE 

The long-term functionality of the FlygtTM motor under high temperatures (>lo0 OF) and high 
radiation dose (peak dose to 1 , 1 0 0  Rd/h) is unknown and deserves further evaluation. The 
FlygtTM submersible mixer has very limited operating experience in a highly radioactive 
environment, consisting of the ORNL experience described earlier in the report. Hanford Site 
tank farms have used a limited number of FlygtTM Model B-2060 submersible centrifugal pumps 
in waste tanks in the past, resulting in below average longevity (Leshikar 1998) for reasons 
unknown. The B-2060 pumps used were site-modified from a horizontal discharge to vertical 
discharge configuration. The Model 4600 series motor and B-2060 motor are of very similar 
design. The longevity of Model B -2060 pumps installed in low-solids, low-radiation 
environments on site (such as in catch tanks) has been very good. The only other submersible 
motor pump design operated at tank farms, the 241-SY-101 mixer pump, currently has an 
operating longevity of 7 yr. 

The radiation resistance and operating temperature capability of the vendor’s off-the-shelf 
equipment are issues that can likely be overcome by design modifications, if necessary. These 
issues should not impede consideration of the submersible propeller mixer technology. 
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9.3 FLAMMABLE GAS SAFETY 
REQUIREMENTS 

According to the vendor information presented in Appendix A, the submersible FlygtTM mixer 
comes in both a standard version and an explosion-proof version. Both versions are CSA- 
approved to Underwriters Laboratory Standard 778 (UL 778). The explosion-proof version is 
additionally designed for use in explosive environments in accordance with the following 
approvals: 

EN European Norm Eex d IIB T4 
FM Factory Mutual Class I Div 1 Group C and D 

Class II Div 1 Group E, F, and G 
Class III Div 1 

The RPP authorization basis manages potential ignition sources that can initiate a fire or 
flammable gas deflagration through Administrative Control (AC) 5.10 of the Tank Waste 
Remediation System Technical Safefy Requirements (Jones 2000). The region classification 
applicable to the mixer equipment is WASTE INTRUSIVE. Ignition Source Control Set 
(ISCS) #1 defined in AC 5.10 lists the flammable gas ignition control requirements for WASTE 
INTRUSIVE equipment. One particular requirement of ISCS 1 is: 

Electrical equipment shall be designed to meet NFPA 70, Class I, Division I, 
Group B criteria or provide equivalent safety. As a minimum, this shall be 
interpreted to mean that no single point failure of energized equipment can result 
in an arc, spark, or gas bum propagation to the environment external to the source 
enclosure (NFPA 70). In the case of WASTE-submerged equipment containing 
potential ignition sources, demonstration by design that the equipment is 
nonsparking under normal operation and is designed to be isolated from the 
WASTE environment is an acceptable alternative. 

A Flammable Gas Equipment Advisory Board (FGEAB) exists to evaluate potential deviations 
from the ISCSs. Recently a Flygtw Model BS-2060 electric submersible pump was brought 
before the FGEAB. FGEAB provided ruling FGEAB-00-002, Rev. 1, (Schlosser 2000) for the 
application of pumping the annulus of the DSTs under a condition of primary to secondary leak. 
The FGEAB approved the BS-2060 for the DST annulus application subject to the conditions 
listed in Schlosser (2000). The BS-2060 is CSA-approved to UL 778. The EX-approved version 
of the Model 4600 submersible propeller mixer is of similar design to the BS-2060 and has the 
additional explosive environment qualifications by independent testing agency listed in the 
earlier paragraph (albeit not to Class I, Division I, Group B criteria). A “best guess” is the 
Model 4600 mixer can be found suitable for ISCS 1 service subject to the conditions of the 
BS-2060 ruling. The following paragraph is excerpted from FGEAB-00-002, Rev. 1: 

The FlygtTM Model BS-2060 Electric Submersible Pump is fitted with seal 
barriers and an oil barrier fluid for shaft sealing. The motor is not normally 
sparking. The electrical cable enters a junction chamber and internal wiring from 
the junction chamber to the motor through resilient seal barriers. Therefore, a 
single failure of one of the seals or arcing of the motor winding is accommodated, 
providing equivalent safety to Ignition Source Control Set 1. The motor has a 
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thermal switch that must meet intrinsic safety requirements if the switch is to be 
used. The electrical cable feed to the junction chamber must meet ISCl 
requirements (NEC Class 1, Division 1, Group B). The motor starter and 
thermal overload (if used) must be located in a nonintrusive region. 

No problem is anticipated in the FlygtTM mixer meeting RPP flammable gas safety requirements. 
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10.0 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN FOR A DEPLOYMENT MAST 

The FlygtTM mixer as procured from the vendor consists of their standard mixer unit only. A 
means to suspend and orient the mixer within the waste tank is necessary. For jet mixer pumps, 
the deployment mast, controls, and pump itself have traditionally been procured and specified as 
a complete assembly. In multiple discussions with FlygtTM representatives by both Hanford Site 
and SRS personnel, FlygtTM has shown no inclination to design and fabricate a complete mixer 
assembly package. As a result, and as described in Section 5.0, SRS designed and fabricated a 
deployment mast for use in Tank 19. 

The SRS configuration is structurally supported both above the riser and by the tank floor (on an 
antifriction, thrust-bearing/ball joint, assembly-mixer thrust forces are resisted by friction while 
the ball joint aids angular rotation). For the Hanford Site application it might not be acceptable 
to support in-tank equipment on the tank bottom (at minimum, this feature would receive heavy 
scrutiny). Also most of the tanks reviewed in this report contain a significant height of solids 
that could make burrowing of the equipment to the tank bottom difficult. Therefore a standard 
"cantilevered" design (i.e., supported at riser only) was prepared as the baseline deployment mast 
configuration for this report. A very attractive feature of the FlygtTM mixer with cantilevered 
mast design is it can be initially deployed to a relatively high position within the tank, then it can 
be operated in a vertical or near-vertical orientation to burrow the solids out beneath it. 
Subsequently the mixer elevation can be lowered and operated vertically when necessary. This 
is a tremendous advantage over the SRS design, and also over jet mixer pumps that have no up- 
and-down swivel capability. 

The functions and requirements a deployment mast must meet for Hanford Site auxiliary 
mobilization activities are shown previously. The most critical of these functions and 
requirements include the capability to: 

Vary discharge angle in both the vertical (up and down) and horizontal (rotation) planes 

Vary the elevation of the mixer to start movement of lower density material before 
impacting on thicker sludge 

Maintain confinement of the waste environment at the riser 

Comply with structural loading criteria 

Be decontaminated relatively easy. 

Figure 10-1 (see Appendix F for additional sketches) shows the conceptual design of a 
deployment mast for the FlygtTM mixer in a Hanford Site waste tank that appears capable of 
meeting the criteria. Figure 10-2 shows the SRS configuration. The conceptual, cantilevered 
design is substantially the same as the SRS configuration, with the following exceptions: the 
assembly is fully supported above the riser, a different mechanism for vertical height adjustment 
is used (air cylinderlslider bars versus cam roller/slots), and an I-beam mast is used versus a 
round pipe column (advantageous in that no seal is required). 
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Figure 10- 1 .  Conceptual Adjustable Length Flygtm Mixer Assembly. 
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Figure 10-2. Savannah River Site Adjustable Length Bottom Supported 
FlygtTM Mixer Assembly. 
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Both configurations are installed and removed from the tank with the propeller discharge facing 
vertically downward. The mixer is hinged to the mast. A cable attached to a winch allows it to 
be pulled up to the desired discharge orientation. A Rotek3 bearinggearbox reducedmotor 
assembly provides rotation of the entire madmixer in the horizontal plane. The air cylinder 
provides up-and-down adjustment of the entire mixer unit. The power cable is routed up along 
the web of the I-beam through the Rotek" bearing plate, on which the winch is also mounted. 
Control panels including of motor starter or variable frequency drive, RotekTM bearing control 
system (angular orientation control - discrete positioning or oscillation, rotation motor), and 
winch control (if not manually operated) are required. A compressed air bottle/station is 
required to support the air cylinder height-adjustment capability. 

Weight of the deployment mast and Flygt" mixer together is expected to be about 7,000 lb (see 
Appendix F). The weight of the FlygtTM mixer alone is approximately 1,000 lb. Additional 
structural support at the riser may be required to withstand the mixer thrust force of 
approximately 1,500 lb. Rough calculations indicate a W 14 x 90 beam will provide adequate 
resistance to mixer thrust forces; significant flexibility exists to increase mast size if detailed 
analysis proves otherwise. 

Rotek is a trademark of Rotek Incorporated, Ravenna, Ohio. 3 
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Project Management 

11.0 ESTIMATED COST AND SCHEDULE FOR DEPLOYMENT 

1,000,000 

A ROM cost and schedule to deploy the FlygtTM mixer is presented in Table 11-1. The 
deployment activities cover development, design, procurement, installation, testing, and startup 
activities. The ROM cost estimate is included in Appendix G and includes a breakdown of all 
anticipated activities with contingency. Table 11-1 summarizes the estimated costs by a 
simplified work breakdown structure. 

Development 

Table 11-1. Cost Summw to Deulov FlvgtTM Mixers. 

1,700,000 

Construction 

I Engineering I 1.800.000 I 

2,100,000 
Startupmesting 

I Procurement I 260.000 I 

2,000,000 

Total overall cost for initial deployment of two FlygtTM mixers in a DST is estimated to be 
$8,900,000. The cost for follow-on units is expected to be less than simply subtracting 
development cost and design costs from overall cost. Costs across the board should be lower 
after the experience gained from initial deployment (engineering, testing, procedures, and 
authorization basis). The major assumptions involved in the cost estimate are listed below. 

Risers are open and available for the mixers. (No existing installed equipment needs to 
be removed.) 

Scope of deployment is two FlygtTM mixers in a DST. 

Developmental costs are on the order of those generated during the joint tests of SRS and 
PNNL. 

Construction, installation, and operability testing costs are based on previous experience 
of similar projects within tank farms. 

A pump-supporting structure and foundation is required at each riser. 

Sufficient power is available in the Instrument and Control Building to feed the mixers. 
Power cables are installed underground from the Instrument and Control Building up to a 
local rack at the tank, then are run aboveground to the applicable riser. 
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A test facility is available onsite to test the full-length deployment mast and mixers 
before installation. (No such facility currently exists.) 

Safety assessment uncovers no critical issues involving costly resolution. 

A Standard Startup Review checklist process is used to assess readiness of the system for 
operation. Neither of the more involved Operational Readiness Review process or 
Readiness Review process is necessary. 

Equipment is left in place after use. Removal and disposal costs are not accounted for 
but presumed to be equivalent or less than those for a mixer pump. 

Table 11-2 presents a ROM schedule for deployment of the FlygtTM mixer once a decision is 
made to move forward. The duration of the deployment is 24 mo. A more aggressive, “fast- 
track” approach where mixer development is performed in parallel with engineering design is 
expected to reduce the time to operational readiness to 18 mo. 
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12.0 OVERALL ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

12.1 GENERAL ASSESSMENT 

Based on the investigation performed in this report, the FlygtTM submersible propeller mixer 
appears to deserve further consideration and development as a waste retrieval technology. The 
advantages of the FlygtTM mixer are described below. 

The Flygtm mixer produces a high, unidirectional flow (>20,000 gumin) that can 
produce bulk flow patterns within the tank. When multiple mixers are used and oriented 
properly, the additive effects of the bulk flow circulation may be able to induce 
mobilization greater than what would be expected for the total mixer power applied. 

With adequate mast design, the submersible motor and unidirectional discharge aspects 
of the unit allow it to be pointed in almost any direction, vertically or horizontally. For 
example, the unit could be pointed vertically downward initially to mobilize solids 
directly underneath it, essentially burrowing itself a hole in the solids into which it could 
be lowered and then operated horizontally to mobilize the waste in the surrounding area. 

The technology has a long track record of effectiveness in industrial solids suspension 
and blending application and may have some effectiveness in solids mobilization. 
(However, the degree of effectiveness has not been characterized yet.) 

No fresh water supply or recycle of supernate from another facility is required. 

The power input (50 hp or less) from the FlygtTM mixer to the tank results in slower heat- 
up of the tank when compared to the retrieval baseline jet mixer pump. Slower tank heat- 
up is particularly desirable because of the limited heat-removal capacity of the ventilation 
system. 

Cost of the propeller mixer units is relatively low. 

The compact submersible unit and propeller should be relatively easy to decontaminate. 

Conversely, the submersible propeller mixer has certain disadvantages. These disadvantages are 
described below. 

The size of the units restrict its use to lZin.-diameter risers or greater. Performance is 
heavily dependent on propeller diameter, and large risers (34-in. or 42-in.) are required to 
obtain maximum performance. 

The effectiveness of the FlygtTM mixer as a sludge mobilization device is not well 
characterized. The unit can not be deployed as close to the floor of the tank as a jet mixer 
nozzle. 

The high thrust produced by the unit because of its unidirectional discharge requires a 
strong and sturdy mast and attachment at the riser compared to other technologies. 
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The submersible motor must be very robust to provide longevity in withstanding the high 
radiation tank waste environment and the challenging combination of waste properties 
(density, viscosity, and temperature) expected to be encountered in the mobilization 
activity. 

The mixer must be submerged a certain distance below the liquid surface to prevent 
vortexing. Vortex limiters can help reduce this distance. Operation may be affected for 
tanks with low liquid levels or in narrow supemate layers. 

The mixer is a fixed, permanent-type configuration (is not easily portable from riser to 
riser). The mixer requires up to 50-hp power supply and accessories such as up/down 
md rotational control panels, and variable frequency drive (possibly) to operate. 

12.2 CONCLUSIONS FOR HIGH-LEVEL WASTE 
AUXILIARY SOLIDS MOBILIZATION 

The specific findings of this report for deployment of the Flygtm mixer for HLW auxiliary 
solids mobilization are as follows: 

1. For the two tanks considered for this study, Tanks 241-AY-102 and 241-SY-102, it is 
likely that a Flygtm mixer in an optimum configuration is capable of meeting the 
minimum mobilization effectiveness requirement (an ECR 23 m [9.8 ft]). However, the 
experimental data thus far are clearly too limited to make an accurate prediction for a 
full-sized tank. Further development testing should provide the data necessary to 
produce a more definitive prediction. 

2. Deployment of the FlygtTM mixer for the purpose of auxiliary solids mobilization in 
HLW tanks is constrained by tank physical constraints (Le., riser size, location, and 
availability). The only DST farms where large risers may be available outside of the 
central pump pit are the AY Farm and the AZ Farm and, if construction risers are brought 
up to grade, the SY Farm. This represents five of the first ten Phase 1 HLW tanks. 
Assessment of ElygtTM mixer performance shows very high confidence that the minimum 
mobilization effectiveness would not be met in risers <12 in. in diameter. The 
development of the technology solely for this specific application does not seem 
warranted from this standpoint. 

3. The propeller mixer technology also should be assessed for missions of solids suspension 
and transport at the Hanford Site based on the success of a tank waste retrieval campaign 
using two Flygtm propeller mixers at ORNL and the results of testing performed by SRS 
and PNNL to support installation of these devices for final cleanout of Tank 19 zeolite 
heel. The Flygtm propeller mixer has a proven track record in industrial applications 
such as mixing, blending, and solids suspension. The Phase D testing by PNNL indicates 
that proper positioning and orientation of multiple unidirectional mixers in a tank can 
work synergistically to create bulk flow patterns in the tank, which could prove valuable 
for other retrieval missions such as low-activity waste retrieval. 
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4. The long-term functionality of the FlygtTM motor under high temperatures (>lo0 O F )  and 
high radiation dose (peak dose to 1100 Rd/h) is unknown. This issue can likely be 
overcome either by further evaluation of the FlygtTM mixer equipment or design 
modifications. Higher tank temperatures, resulting from the use of the high-horsepower 
primary jet mixers, are expected to be encountered. Use of a variable frequency drive 
can partially offset the motor temperature capability by reducing load on the motor with 
no net loss in thrust, but this will result in reduced far-field flow velocities. 

5. The FlygtTM mixer design appears to be capable of meeting the flammable gas 
environment requirements for operation in RPP waste tanks. 

6. Total overall cost for initial deployment of two (2) FlygtTM mixers in a Hanford Site 
waste tank is estimated to be $8,900,000. The cost to deploy follow-on units is expected 
to be significantly less. A "fast-track" program could be expected to result in operational 
readiness within a period of 18 mo. A more conservative approach, where mixer 
development work is concluded before initiating deployment activities, is expected to 
require a period of 24 mo. 

12.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following actions are recommended. 

Investigation of the FlygtTM mixer for mixing, blending, and solids suspension 
applications, such as low-activity waste retrieval (e.g. double-shell slurry/double-shell 
slurry feed salt waste dissolution), is recommended. The high volume exchange rate per 
power input of the propeller mixer technology is optimized for such applications. If a 
suitable mission is found, additional experimentation to qualify the synergistic effects of 
multiple FlygtTM mixers to create bulk flow patterns within a tank is recommended. 

Further investigation is warranted on the FlygtTM mixer as a potential alternative or 
complement to the baseline sludge mobilization technology. The current knowledge base 
does not disprove proposing the propeller mixer cleaning capability as equivalent to the 
Hanford Site baseline jet mixer pumps. If true, this equipment has the potential to 
improve retrieval efficiencies or form an alternative to the baseline mixer pumps. The 
development work proposed in Section 8.1 regarding scaled testing with high shear 
strength simulants to increase the accuracy of mobilization effectiveness predictions and 
testing focusing on comparison of jet mixer technology to propeller mixer technology is 
recommended. 

The usage and reliability of FlygtTM mixers after their deployment at SRS should be 
monitored. 

Study of the effects of the FlygtTM mixer on in-tank components, such as airlift 
circulators, is warranted before its deployment. 
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General Description 
These care and maintenance instructions apply t( 
both the standard verslon and the explosion pro0 
version of the submersible Flygt mlxers and PP- 
pumps. 
The explosion proof version (EX-approved) is 
designed for use in explosive environments in 
accordance with the approvals, see page 2. 
The submersible mixer and the PP-pump In the 4600 
series have the below features: 
-direct driven electric multipole motors. 
-propellers with different diameters and blade 

-different materials. 
-different seals. 
-different installation modes. 

The pH of the liquid: 1-12. 
Liquid temperature: max. 40°C (105°F). 
Warm liquid version rnax. 90°C (195OF). This version 
has model designation ending with -W. 

angles. 

Depth of immersion: max. 40 m (130 11). 
Note, EX-approved machines are permitted for max 
depth of 20 m (65 ft) 

NOTE1 The machine should always work 
completely submerged In the liquid. 

WARNiNGl 
Only EX-approved machines may be 
used in exploslve or flammable 
environments or for mixing/pumping 
flammable liquids. 

Applications 
For other applications than mentioned below, contact 
your nearest Flygt representative for information. 

Mixer 
The mixer is intended to be used in: 
-sewage plants, sludge tanks and aeration basins, 

anaerobic or oxygen saturated water, presence of 
rags etc. 

- industrial processes, heavy environments with high 
. '  demands of operational security, water with usually 

metallic salt. paper pulp and cellulose, food and 
chemical industty. 

- industrial sewage processes, some wearing, pres- 
ence of rags and metallic salt. 

- mineral slurries with high wearing characteristics, 
presence of rags acceptable. 

-fish farms and current creating in dams, oxygen 
supply, demands of environmental approved mate- 
rials. Sweet, brackish or sail water. 

pieces etc, floating sludge with a thickness of up lo 
1 meter (3.3 ft). 

The mixer is designed for use in many different situa- 
tions where high flow capacity in relation to power 
consumption is required. 
The mixing effect is dependent upon the density and 
the viscosity of the liquid and on the volumelshape of 
the tank. 
More than one mixer is required for larger tanks. 

-liquid manure, presence of straw, strings, board- 

Flange Mounted Mixer 
The flange mounted mixer is intended to be used in: 
-Oil industlyloil tanks. 
-Pulp and paper industty. 
-Various process industry. 

PP-pimp 
The PP-pump is intended to be used for: 
-clean water pumping at land drainage, 
-irrigation and controlling of water course systems, 
-waste water treatment, recirculation within treat- 

The hydraulic parts together with the installation ac- 
cessories are specially designed to optimize the per- 
formance of the pump. 

ment processes or return sludge pumping. 

A-3 
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me explosion proof version (EX-approved) Is 
designed for use in explosive environments in 
accordance with the following approval: 
EN European Norm, EEx d 118 T4 
FM Factory Mutual, Class I Div 1 Grp C and D 

Class II DN 1 Grp E, F and G 
Class 111 Div 1 

Approval plates see page 5. 

Depth of Immerslon: max. 20 m (65 ft). . .  

Thermal contacts must always be 
used on EX-approved machine due 
to approval condltlons. 
AI1 work on the exploslon-proof 
motor section must be performed by 
personnel authorized by Flygt. 
Flygt dlsclalms all responsibility 
for work done by untrained, 
unauthorized personnel. 

A 

Motorcable: SUBCABaor SUBCABa AWG . I .  

A-4 
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Cable entry 
The cable entry has two compressible rubber bushings 
to seal off and to relieve the cable. 

1. Junction box 
The junction box is completely sealed off from the 
surrounding liquid and the stator casing. 

2. Motor 
Squirrel-cage 3-phase induction motor for 50 Hz or 60 
Hz. 
The motor is started by means of direct on-line start. 
The motor can be run continuously or intermittently 
wi!h a maximum of 15 evenly spaced starts per hour. 
The stator is insulated in accordance with class F 
(155OC, 310'F). The motor is designed to supply its 
rated output at i 5 %variation of the rated voltage. 
Without overheating the motor, j: 10 %variation of the 
rated voltage can be accepted provided that the motor 
does not run continuously at full load. The motor is 
designed to operate with a voltage imbalance of up to 
2 %between the phases. 

3. Monitoring equipment 
The stator incorporates three thermal contacts con- 
nected in series. 
The thermal contacts open at 125% (260'F). 
NOTE1 The thermal contacts should be connected for 
liquid temperature up to 40°C (105'F) and always for 
EX approved machines. 
See also "Electrlcal connections" and separate instruc 
lions for starter equipment. 
The machine can be equipped with sensors, CLS for 

sensing water in the oil and/or FLS for sensing water 
in the stator casing. The CLS sensor is not applicate 
for EX-approved machines. 
NOTE1 4630 and 4640 can only be equipped with FLS. 
4. Shaft 
The motor shaft is delivered with the rotor as an inte- 
gral part. 
The motor shaft is completely sealed and will not 
come in contact with the liquid. 
5. Shaft seals 
The outer mechanical seal is a mechanical face seal 
and seals between the surrounding liquid and the oil 
casing. Two alternative types of outer seals are 
available, sleeve seal (type S) and tube seal (type T). 
The inner seal, which is a mechanical seal, seals off 
the oil chamber from the surrounding liquid. The seal's 
cavity is made very versatile in order to meet every 
application with high effective seal 
arrangement related to costlperformance. 
6. Bearings 
The shaft is carried in one slngle-row angular contact 
ball bearing and a single-row cylindrical roller bearing 
together with a single-row angular contact ball bearing. 
The bearings are dimensioned for more than 100 000 
(L 10 aa) hours of operation. 
7. Oil casing 
The oil lubricates and cools the seals and acts as an 
additional barrier against penetrating liquid. 
Pressure build-up within the oil casing is reduced by 
means of a built-in air volume. 
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0. Propeller 
The propeller is three-bladed and the blades have a 
large width, a thin profile, a smooth surface and are 
back-swept. This gives a highly efficient and clogfree 
operation. 
The propeller angle can be adjusted to meet 
requirements. Angles between 4' and 19" are 
possible, but restricted upwards depending on version 
and applications due to available power. 
9. Flush protection 
m e  mixer and the PP-pump can be equipped with 
accessories for water or air flushing systems. Flushing 
the propeller hub area and the outer seal reduces the 
risk of sticking when mixing reactive slurries. 
10. Cutting rings 
The propeller can be equipped with cutting rings to 
prevent clogging of the hub area. 
The cutting rings can be used with or without flushing. 
These are intended to be used for mixer applications, 
where liquids with long fibres are to be mixed. 
11. Seal protector 
The mixer and PP-pump can be equipped with seal 
protector to prevent clogging. 
12, Fixing plate 
The mixer is available with two types of fixing plate, 
one for guiding bar installation and one for flange 
mounted mixer. 
13. Cooling jacket 
Normally the stator is cooled by the surrounding liquid. 
External cooling (cooling jacket) Is available as option. 

14. Vortex protection shield 
In order to avoid vortex the machine can be equipped 
with a protective shield. 

15. Jet ring for mixer 
b e  mixer can be operated with or without a jet ring. 
The jet ring improves the efficiency and directs the jet. 

NOTE. operation without jet ring affects the 
power consumption. 

16. Inlet cone for PP-pump 
The Inlet cone is designed to give the best Influence 
m the created flow . 
Discharge connection for PP-pump 
The function of the discharge connection is to fix the 
inlet cone onto a pipe or a diffusor. 

Guiding equipment for PP-pump 
The guiding equipment consists of two pipes (guide 
bars) and upper guide bar holders. 

lnstallatlon for PP-pump 
The PP-pump should be Installed horizontally on a 
wall and guided vertically along the wall. 
The pump slides down along guide bars end connects 
automatically to the discharge connection. The flange 
of the inlet cone directs the pump at guiding and 
secures the correct position on the discharge con- 
nection. 
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Flygt supplies equipment for a method of Installation 
which permits mixing Over fie horizontal and the ved- 
cal plane. 
Avoid Installations where: 
-there are obstacles in front of the mixer, 
-the flow on the suction side of the mixer is ObStNCt- 

-the propeller can suck down air - vortex. 
To avoid vortex use a vortex protective disc or place 
the mixer deeper in the liquid. 
This is an absolute requirement for continuously oper- 
ating mixers. 
The mixer can be mounted on fixed structures, pillars, 
stands, gratings, on an anchored raft etc. 
When installing, keep in mind the reaction force of the 
mixer, which can be up to, for: 4630 500 N 

4640 900N 
4650 1800 N 
4660 3000N 
4670 3900N 
4680 6600N 

ed due to the design of the tank, 

All welded joints must be pickled and polished 

guide bar 
The mixer can be installed on the guide bar in hori- 
zontal position or with standard angle of c:a +I-1 0"or 
+/-20". See "Dimensions for Mixer" page 11-13. 
For other angle contact Flygt. 

P Run the cables so that they do not have any sharp 
bends and are not pinched. 
NOTE1 The end of the cable must not be submerged. 
Leads have to be above flood level, as water may 
penetrate through the cable into the junction box or 
the motor. 
Consult your nearest Flygt representative regarding: 
-choice of peripheral equipment. 
-other problems in connection with installation. 

NOTE1 
In all installatlons, make sure that 

the motor cable cannot be drawn 
Into the propeller. 
Treat the cable as fragile, beware 
that no sharp bends occure through- 
out (during) Installation procedure 
especlally by entrance flange. 

A 

Always test that the mixer will go easily up and down 
the guide bar, before the mixer has been lowered to 
the desired working depth. 

NOTE1 
If the mixer Is operated without jet ring there 
must be a stop function on the gulde bar 
to avoid the propeller from being swung 
into the wall durlng operation. 

NOTE1 
Don't position the mixer durlng operatlon. 

Flange mounted mlxer 
Flange mounted mixer is an unique method for 
installing mixers in tanks where guide bar or bottom 
stand installation is not the optimum solution. The 
mixer is assembled to a flange mounted cover by 
studs, nuts and a gasket. The flange mounted cover is 
calculated according to the Swedish standard TKN-87 
(Tryckkarlsnorm 1987), a standard for pressurised 
vessels. The flanae mounted cover is made locally, 
contact your nearest Flygt representative for 
information. 
A-7 
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. 
4600 Propeller Performance 

Mixers without Jet Ring 

4630 083705SF 3 
0 9 ~ 7 0 6 s ~ (  3 

, I I 

46W 1 \; 125807SF 3 
125605SF 3 
125810SF 3 

4670 16705SF 3 18 
! I ~ T ~ O ~ S F ~  3 I 16 

NOTES: 

2.5 2.0 80 1.55 855 
2.5 1 2.1 I 82 1 2.10 1 855 

2.50 880 
4.0 2.9 2.80 880 

3.2 3.10 860 

7.5 6.1 6.00 580 

6.25 580 
7.40 580 

15.0 8.2 7.90 680 
15.0 9.1 8.70 580 

60.0 14.6 1 37 1 13.65 440 
40.G 17.2 43 18.30 440 
400 120.71 52 1 19.40 1 440 
40.0 24.9 23.25 440 
40.0 30.6 1 ;g 1 27.75 I 440 
40.0 1 33.9 1 85 1 30.85 I 440 

14 7ll.s 
14 7/16' 
14 711 6' 

2213/16 9,260 

22 13/16' 9,280 

2213116' 12.720 

30 1/8' 1 118.600 
30 118' 20,730 

22,590 
30 l/,Y 24400 
30 118' 
30 I l S  

* Harsspow8r C3nsumBJ h Clear Watef. ** AvsilsblB on rwsl  ordei 

.. L s i d  7ecpsraturD: Warn Lqild rerrl&s abailable up lo 195'F. 
Ccnsu!l y o d ~  Flyg: Rql:nr A;p.ica:,ons Cnp esef or Regianal Sales O k e  Icr speci'ic r.cfe1 
me pmpel'er S.l.d.0". 

Imporlonl: Please probido Specm Gravhy w1:h eppl1ca:ions ae:atu 

A:l cf :ne c3ave vtnicns u e  .~dIatle  IC CUI Iro.%Cahon SIDd, Stainless %ad. Pfokld 2% 
*il reriiona can be rq?ipp& w : n  Smal Fush Oavlc.. Erploslcn-proot Mixera ora crdr.ilabl0. 

". 
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4600 Propeller Performance 
Mlxers wlth Jet Alng 

C U D  Ob3iO65J 6 2.5 1.9 I 8 I 2.5 1 2.0 I083707SJl 

4579 

..... . 
c6e3 

0837055J1 3 8 4.0 1.7 
083708SJ 3 8 4.0 1.9 
083707SJ 3 8 4.0 2.0 
08370BSJ 3 8 4.0 2.2 
083709SJ 3 8 4.0 2.6 

125803SJ\ 3 1 12 I 7.5 1 5.1 
125605SJ' 3 12 1 7.5 
l25846SJI 3 I 12 I 7.5 

I I I I 

1258035Jl 3 I 12 1 15.0 
125805SJ 3 12 I 15.0 
I25806SJ 12 15.0 8.6 
125807SJ\ ; I 12 i 15.0 I 7.0 
125Bc9SJ 3 12 15.0 8.1 
125910SJI 3 1 12 ! !5.0 I 6.9 

125814SJj 3 [ 12 1 75.0 (12.8 

16 1 20.0 10.7 
16 20.0 12.7 
16 20.0 15.6 
16 20.0 17.4 

I snoss i  40.6 12.3 
l67?07SJ 1. ;:*I 40.Q :13.9 
16770953 3 1 6 .  40;O 16.1: 
lB7i11SJ 3 I 16 . 40.5 ,18.7 
167713SJ 
167714S1, 40.0 25.5 j 1 ii :% 167715SJ 3 
1 677 I 7SJ 16 40.0 29.6 
167718SJ I6 40.0 32.7 

% Power 
%I Inpul 
0.d (kW) ! 

2.10 

1.70 
1.85 
2.00 

55 2.20 
85 2.40 
75 2.90 
83 3.20 

79 6.80 
85 1 6.20 

41 
44 I 6.35 
47 I 6.84 

59 1 8 6 5  
87 9 50 

85 I 12.C5 

54 13.75 
64 12.35 
79 14.&5 
87 16.45 

54 I 7.85 

31. 
35 
.po 
47 
54 
59 
64 
75 
82 - 

I 1 .65 
13.25 
15.20 
17.73 
20.65 
22.20 
23.75 
28.90 
29.80 - 

860 
860 
880 
880 
e60 
860 
060 

580 
580 
580 

580 
580 

680 
580 
583 
580 
580 
530 

4-40 
440 
440 
443 

- 
580 

- 

440 
440 
440. 
440 
440 
440 
440 
$40 
440 - 

HC 

14 7/18' 5' 4,010 
14 7/16. 6' 4,240 
147116' 7 4,470 
14 7/16 8' 4,650 

147l16 5' 4,m0 
14 7/16 6' 4.260 
147/16' 7 4.440 
147116 8' 4,680 
147/1IT 9' 4,840 
147/16' 11' 5,300 
147/16. 12' 5.530 

22 13/16' 3. 9.280 
22 13/16' 10,480 
22 13/ tr l  I 11,030 

9,280 
10,480 

22 13/16' 11,880 
22 13/16' 12.720 
22 1311 6. 13.160 

30 1 /8" 18.250 
30 118' 20.320 
30 1/8' 
30 118' 

30 l/W 5' 18.25'0 
30 118' r 20.320 
30 l/B" 9' 21,900 
30 118' 11. 24,130 
30 118- 13' 26,190 
30 1/8" 14O 27,090 
30 116' I S  27,780 
30 1/8* l f  29,820 
30llV 18. 30.810 

epowor Cowurned in Clear Wale 

. .  . .  I . ,.. 
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A 1  

. 
4680,46800 Mixers 

Outline Dimensions Wlthout Jet Ring -System 4 Mounting (4' Mixer Mast) 

Section 4 1 43- I 4800 Series Mlxers Issued. 3/99 Supersedes. 7/95 

2. LOCAnON OF W E R E  TO MOUNT LlFllNG -__- HANDLE ON MIXER. 

0 NOTES: 
1. SUBMERGENCE CAN BE DECREASED TO 28" P O M R  CABLE 

IN WICK UOUID. OR FLOW RATES MAY BE 
REDUCED IN LOW VlSCOSllY UPUlDS IN n r 614* 

+ /-4; 

I--- 42 g .-I 
1 

55" Q 
MIN 

SUBMERGENCE 

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES -L+ 

c 34 . 
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4680,46600 Mixers 
Outline Dimensions with Jet Ring - System 4 Mounting (41' Mixer Mast) 

4600 Series Mkers  Issued: 3/99 suFerse&X: 7/95 Section 4 I -%is=- I 
0 NOTES 
1. SUBMERGENCE CAN BE DECREASED TO 28' 

IN WICK UWID.  OR FLOW RATES MAY BE 
REDUCED IN LOW VlSCOSlM LIQUIDS IN 
ORDER TO PREVENT VORTEXES. 

HANDLE ON MIXER. 

UFTlNC AT +20: 

2, LOCATION OF WERE TO MOUNT UFTING 

3. USE THIS HOLE ON JET RiNG ARM FOR 

5;' 0 
MIN 

SUBMERGENCE 
I 
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APPENDIX B. AUXILIARY SOLIDS MOBILIZATION DERIVED FUNCTIONS AND 
REQUIREMENTS - (FROM RPP-5664) 
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Effective cleanine 

D h s d  Rcquimcnu for Double Shell Tank. RPP4664 
Egh-Level WWC Auxiliari Solids Mobilization Rev , Q 

Im to 6m (9.8A- 19.8ft) I H-14-010507 Sht 1 

5.0 Derived Requirements 

Table 5.1 summarizes all derived requirements. They are grouped in five categories 
consistent with original work plan direction. The primary units identified are consistent with the 
units in the original reference 

distance from 4"/& risers to thi interior 
tank sidewall. Available 42" risers are 
approximately 6m from the sidewall. 
The range of reponed total waste 
volume for the included tanks. 

The lower value is commonly reported 
data from past AZ-102 analyses. The 
higher value represents the highest limit 
reponed in the Tank Waste.Remediation 
System Operation and Utilization Plan. 

The lower value is the reponed volume 
in 214-SY-102. The higher value is the 
reported volume for AW-103. The 
highest value also represents the largen 
reported sludge volume for the included 
tanks. while several of the noted Gn!a 
have no sludge, SY-102 data was used 
for lower data because it war a 
highlighted tank for auxiliary mixing. 
(Obviously 0 sludge would be a the 
maximum low end, but not practical for 

Table 5.1 Auxiliary High-Level Waste Solids Mobilization Equipment Requirement 
Summary 

(Hanlon 1999) 

(Kirkbride 1999a), 
(Shaw, 1999) 

(Hanlon 1999) 

this scope.) 
Core sample results of bottom sludge 
layers for AW-IO3 (#194)andSY-102 
(#213) (TWlNS database) 
Solids viscosity for AZ-IO1 and other 
reported sluny viscosities range eom 
5 0  E-01 to 1.0  DO^: Other rCDortCd 

- 
radius 

See Basis 

(Antoniak 1996). and 
(Kirkbride 1999a) 

Total waste volume 
(includes saltcake 
and supernate) 
Sludge shear 
strength 

Sludge volume 

Sludge bulk density 

Sludge viscosity 

Minimum performance 
:riteria - 3m 
579 KI (153 Kgal) to 4,232 
KI (1 118 Kgal) 

1.96 kPa(19,631 dynedcm'. 
$1 Ib/f?) to 
4.8 kPa (47,900 dynedcm'. 
100 Iblf?) 

Minimum performance 
:riteria - 3.38 kPa 
269KII'IIKeal~to 1196KI . -  
[3 16 Kgal) 

I-  2 gm/ml 

6.0 E-01 to 1.0 Et05 poise 

data for solids are noted at 10,000 cp. 
The referenced PNNL report is an 
internal letter report that references other 
reporting data; characterization data on 

B -2 
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Basis 

From AW-103 core sampling data 
exmpolated from reported percent waler 
values (TWINS database core 194) 
Commonly reported data for sludges - 
typical smaller sizes causing which tend 
to be highly cohesive; translates to high 
yield stresses in both shear and 
compressive modes 
(Assuming a nominal ratio of 2750 
gallons per inch) 

&rived Requimnena far Double Shdl Tmk- ' RPP-5664 
pgh-Levcl Wvlc A v x l l i v ~  Solids Moblliullon R *I. 0 

Reference 

See Basis 

(Kirkbride I999a) 
(Powell 1997) 

(Hanlon 1999) 

Function o r  

Supernatant grab sample results obtained 
from TWINS database 
Reported values from tank data and 

Requlrem'ent 
Yeight percent 
olids of in-tank 

See Basis 

(Akins 1999) 

enled sludge 
olids Particle Size 

are a variety of sodium and other 
metallic salts 

Reported ranges 

Reported ranges 

upernatant 
rolumdLevels 

(Claghom 1998) 

Surveillance Monitoring 
(TMACs) for AW-103 

Temperature profile data 
from Characterization 

and SY-IO2 md 

upernatant 
pecific gravity 
;upernatant 

angle position directed at a single dead 
zone or buildup area. Waste 
performance and shear strengths may 
require a variable angle to enhance 
mixing and impacting of thicker sludges. 
Mixing may be adequate with a fixed 
position unit set on tank tloor directed at 
a single dead zone or buildup area. 
Waste properties, specifically shear 
strengths, may require a phased 
lowering of the mixer to start movement 
of lower density material before 
impacting on thicker sludges. Also. 
mixer may need to be elevated to 
mobilize suspended solids in waste 

riscosity 
Yaste pH 

request 

Operatioddesign team 
request 

ladioactive dose 

Naste temperature 

pwational Con14 
Xscharge mgle 

rlixer height 

ValudSpecifieatlon Range 

30-60% 

0.2-50 microns 

0 to 87 Kgals 
0 to 293 inches 
(See ADDendix A for tank 
ipecifiij 
1.0to 1.2 

0.3 to 3.0 cp 

Caustic, 12 to+14 

Peak dose rate IO to 1100 
Rhr 
Total Integrated DOK 3.6 
E05 to 9.5 E07 R 
60-9s O F  for AW-103 & SY- 
102 
60-190 O F  for remaining 
tanks 

vertical and horizontal plane. 
Best operation would allow 
adjustment remotely without 
breaking of confinement. 

Variable (ability to mobilize 
waste on bonom and at 
increments 15-20 feet above 
bonom tank elevation) 

simulation runs I (Kirkbride el al 1999a) 
Commonly reported data; waste streams I See Basis 

layers. 
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Basis . .  

Dcdvcd RrquinrncnU tot b u b l c  Shell lank. 
Kzh-Level Wutc  Avil l lvr  Solids Mobilization 

RPP-5664 
Rev. Q 

Reference Function or 
Requirement 

Installation Conrhai 
Riser installation 
width for pump and 
r:lated 
assemblylmast 

Utilities availability 

Namrai Phenomena 
Design 

Ventilation system 
impacts 
Delivered 
horizontal 
displacement on 
vertical 
pmiuberances (e.&, 
tiermocouplc 
probes) in cleaning 
radius 
hfaterial of 
consmction 

Pit confinement 

Safery RequirementJ 
Lift criteria 

Eieceical systems 
within tank vapor 
space, and pits 

ValudSpccification Range 

I 
Available nominal riser sizes: 
4". 6". Iz", & 42" 

2401480VAC 
Flush water through 

No instrument or 

None 

tanker or existing piping 

compressed air 

<SO scfm additional load 

Maximum 1 inch at tank 
bottom elevation 

Wetted materials shall 
maintain 5-year life 
expectancy within waste 
conditions; minimum 304 
stainless steel~on all wetted 
p a d  
lnstallation on potential risers 
within pits shall not intrude 
upon piping, and shaii allow 
for reinstaliation ofall 
existing pit covers.. 
' .  . . ... - , '1 ;.:,,.;, :;':,,.; I.. . 
Instaiiationlremovai wiii be 
per critical lift requirements 
of Hanford Hoisting k 
Rigging Manual 
Meets NFPA Class I ,  Div i, 
Group B; design criteria shall 
be reviewed by independent 
buyer expert group 

~ .. . . 

. .  
Varied spare risers, and risers used for 
operations which could be accessed 
(e.&, construction ports. defunct 
installed equipment, camera porn etc.) 

Current tank farm configurations; 
systems requiring compressed air or 
continual flushing will need to install 
auxiliary provisions 

Final Safety Analysis Repoflcchnical 
Safety Requirements, however 
dependent upon final design 
Conservative design estimate with 
existing ventilation systems 
Calculations for specific tanks and waste 
protuberances will need to be made on a 
case-by-case basis. The reported range 
value is derived from calculation in AZ- 
101 but represents a conservative target 
for f'urther evaluation 

5 years estimated maximum life for 
staging tank application 

Minimization of operational and project 
impact 

. .  ..;, ;; - r ; .  .. . : 1. .,,. .. .,?:" . .  
Final Safety Analysis Repoflechnicai 
Safely Requirement dome loading 

.. _.... . . . . 
.. . . 

Final Safety Analysis Repoflechnical 
Safety Requirement ignition conhois 

H-2-64447 Rv 7 
H-14-010501 Sht4 R v l  
H-14-010502 ShtZ Rv i 
H-14-010502 Sht 4 Rv 1 
H-14-010507 Sht 1 Rv C 
H-14-010507 Sht 2 p v  C 
H-14-010531 ShtZRvI 
NIA 

(LMHC i999a) 

Estimate 

(Julyk 1997) 

Estimate 

Operation cost 
effectiveness 

.. .. ~. ! , :, I . .  .; ,,..., ~ ..: 

(LMHC 1999a) 
AC 5.16 

(LMHC 1999a) 
AC 5.10 

B-4 
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Xrivcd P.cquinmcnu for Double Shell Tank. 
Xth-Lcrel Wulc Auxilian Solids htobilira8ion 

WPd6M 
Rev. 0 

Function or  
Requirement 

Electrical systems 
within submerged 
warte streams 

Weight 

Control system 

Heat input 

Operation, Malnleni 
Location of control 
mechanisms 

Location of 
electrical 
componenu 
requiring 
calibration 
Riser seal 

Decontamination 

Shielding 

ValudSpecificatlon Range 

bleels NFPA Class I ,  Div I ,  
:roup B or be demonstrated 
~y process that submerged 
iystem provides no spark to 
:ank vapo: space 
Free supponing mast and 
pump assembly must meet 
illowabie limits in addition 
10 mixer pumps and retrieval 
pumps OR may be designed 
IO rest on tank bottom, fully 
rupporced by floor 
Capable of being interlocked 
or  remotely shutdown upon 
indication of high warte 
[emperature or tank 
ventilation shutdown 
Maximum sludge/warte 
remperature rise of 10 O F  

during continuous equipment 
operation and following 12 
hours 

:e, & Radiological Com7ol Ci 
Localized control at tank 
farm wilhin tank farm control 
room (greater than 100 
meteriiray from tank) 
Not located within pits or 
shielded areas 

Shall maintain existing 
confinement; riser seal shall 
be gaskered. Rotating seals 
shall be liquid sealed with 
drain back to the tank 
Free draining, internal 
flushable, with internal void 
wear for material trapping 
filled with compatible solids 
(e+, foam) 
Sysrem shall be provide with 
shielding for protection of 
workers during installation 
and removal for disposal 

Bask 

Final Safety Analysis RcportiTechnical 
Safety Requirement ignition controls 

Final Safety Analysis Reportrrechnical 
Safety Requirement Dome Loading 
Controls; value will need specific 
calculation however generic rule is that 
riser may support 50 ton load limit 

Final Safety Analysis ReporuTechnical 
Safety Requirement waste temperature 
and ventilation controls 

Final Safety Analysis ReportiTechnlcal 
Safety Requirement waste temperature 
controls, estimated conservative value 
bared upon safety requiremenu; target 
motor energy output should be in the 
range of 50 - 100 hp 

ALARA, and Conduct of operations 
ilialo& ,.,., ~~~,.~.., . .~., ,~~:.. .  .::'~'',;~~,~.::,~:,' 

ALARA, and Conduct of operations- 
allowing routine access for calibration 
without removing shielding 

ALARA 

Conduct of operations; current planning 
does not involve reuse of mixer 

ALARA; current planning does not 
involve reuse of mixer 

Reference 

(LMHC 1999a) 
AC 5.10 

(LtvlHC 1999a) 
AC 5.16 

(LMHC 1999a) 
LCOs3.2.1.3.2.2,3.2.3. 
3.3.1, and3.3.2 

(LMHC 1999a) 
and engineering 
estimation 

., . .  .... . " , . ,  , , .. , , ' :  

None 
::. ._: .! ,::: 

None 

None 

None 

None 
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Dcrivcd Rrquiremcnu for Double Shell Tank. RPP4664 
Rev. 0 Hinh.lrvrl Wutc A m i l i w  Solids Mobilization 

APPENDIX A 

Tank Tabulation Data 

2-3 

Tank# 
(Klrkbcide 

1599b) 

AN-IO4 

AW-IO3 

AW-IC4 

AY-IO1 

AY-102 

U - 1 0 1  

Az-102 

C.104 

G I 0 1  

SY-102 

1118- 
181,231.0 

, . .  
ntcncdiale - 
4nlmum 
xdcr 

bourcc - 
Exlendcd 
xdrr 

OYISC M 
Swing- 
Extcndrd 
ndcr 

Swing- 
Minimum 

OUrCC M 

76-104 2-3 

Swing 

(n-~i iom 
rht4) 
1-4" 
1-16" 
142" 

(n-2.64447) 
14" 

1-16" 
142" 

(n.2-6444'1) 

Swing - 
Minlmum 

2 

2 

Mlnimum 

Exlendcd 

Minimum 

lS2- 98-12s 
58,O. 94 

. . Wut  
ShcuStrenpth 
i *dY&a9. 
. .Wll , ' 

.: .'i .;?,; 
. . .  ".,.,., ;, 

None rrportcd 

I.. . 
r . ., .., . 

:... . :  
' .  :., .. 

41.9 (Grunr 
1995) 

Nonc reponed 

None rcportcd 

TOP 53.6 
Mid 16.1 
Bot2l.l 
(Klrkbridei99 
9 3  
30.6 
( O m  1995) 

.6 r.Y2 
(Kirkbridc 
19991) 
8.6k ( O m  
199s) 
3Cg 1: IS.4 & 
13.1 
Scg 1 26.5 
(Kirkbride 
15991) 
19.6(oNns 
199s) 

??one rcponcd 

Nom reponed 

38.8 (0- 
1995) 

2-3 

5w'449'0 I I 

0.0,291 

(includes 
hnslrmd 
musrl.l hom 
c-106) 

800,O. 46 T 
(1% 0.88 T 
0,0.257 

bas, 0.71 

1-12. 

th13) 

2d2" 

342" 

342- 

1 1  2) 

2d2" 

NOUI 
I 

2 

For sompuison, tlmullnlrhcu stmgthl p r  (Powell cI 1997): JOY. kmlln 13% p l w  watu slmuIM1 had I shcu rtrsn@~ 012.5 W1 (25 
dfleskm'); a 223% kmlln. 40% plutcr, 373% wusr timulml had a rhur nre@ of I50 kPa (ISW kdwrlcm') 
Hcifit olsupcmaUnt liquids CUI be Ippmxlmatcd by Ihc wmlulon 01 I W U S O  gdloru 
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TELEFAX hlESSAGE FR0h;FLYGT SYSTEhiS ENGINEERlNG .. 

Swan Alx l ln  (203) 1Z0-1513 Hun BmndAge (203) 39U-4855 
l'nn.v BtcCenb? (2V3) 3~~4.927 Flitnnr G l m d  (203) .3swx46 
Ar.:hor.y LOprcalO (2U3) 3W.4562 Mike Reill) (203) 3804856 

SICYE Saucdco (203) 3!?(14857 
DATf: ht4FXH 17,2000 

FILE: TO229DD 

PAGE! Of 17 

MESSAGE T O ,  DhYlU D.4Y 
C O M P M Y :  FLYGT N'A 

MESSAGE FR@:\f: H4\?+1 
SUT5IECT: FLYGT bllXER EVALUATIOS FOR IIAh'FORD \VAST€ TANti 

APPLICATIOS 
Dear Dave, 

To makc a mixer rvrlsation for Hanford is not en easy task. In spite of my participating in the I 
mixer ter:ing al P N N L  and SRS, there are so many unknown factors that we need to be very 

I am sure that Flyot mixem can be very u+ul and successful equipment for Hanford waste. ~ 

tanks. However, the number or size ofthe mhtw In me tank depends on: the type of sludge, its 
concentraiion. specific gravity. viscosiiy and shear strenglh, pH, and also tank dimensions (or ;' 
area~~olume required to be mobillzed) and riser size (their location). For exiimple:at Oak ' I 
Ridge Ns:ionel Lab, (3j Flygt 4 HD (4640) mixers successfully mobilized the salt cake from the : : 
tank bottom. Uniortunately, according p @e 'River Protection Project', the shear strength of : 
the s:udgS in the Hanford tanks is  relafiwly:Righ and requires very high mixer thrusvpower for .. 

mobilization. At the same time, high s+ific@avity and viscosity limit utilizing the meximum 
thrusGpowar (full load! of the mixer due tdme required power margin. 

Flygt 4600 series mixers ere used for heavy Industrial and wastewater treatment slurry and 
sludse. The standaid Flyg! maximum mofor HP ratings range from 1.2 H P  to 4 0  HP. .The 
higher the power, the larger the motor and propcllcr dimensions. The propelier thrust ranges 
froin 100 Nata almosl 7000.N. 'Eecau'se Iha Hanfofd sludge requires very hlgh forces tor.' 
mobiliza:ion, I Wili present only 40 HP standard mixers here. The specification forjhese mlxey 

in addition to the standard mixer, Flygt US built a 50 HP mixer for SRS.'We 'are also working 
on the possibility of developing a mixer over I00 HP for a potential customer el his request. 
These 50 tip and 100 HP mixers have blades already trimmed to the size of the risers '(243. 

This nierno is based on the informalion I received from Hanford (Derived Requlremento for 
Double-Shell Tank High-Level Waste Auxillay Solids Mobllization). I tried io Qive you my 
eva;ua!ion of a Flygt 4680 mixer used for auxiliary solids mobilization of double-shell tank 
wasta. 

Ths 4580 mixers withou! shrouds cah be employed in Ihe lank through the 42''&er without .: 
any problems and posi!ioned horizon!aliy within the tank. kt the Savannah River Site, 8 

C m f 3 l  when ally suggestion Is made or m y  advice is delivered. . .  
. .  

. .  

.. 

,, . -  . :  
. .  . ' i5  encloied. 

. .  ... , 

.: 

. 
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dep!oyment mast was dweloped for high-level waste allowing the 4680 mixer to be lowered , . 
Into 'tne tank through the riser In a 'tertiwl position, and then the mixer position could be . : 
changed lo horizontal. 

The f i e 0  mixer with a jebring (shroud) has almost 7000 N thrust when the motor is undcr an . 
8245 losd. and the s m e  mixer without a shroud has 5500 I4 thrust when the motor is under an . 
85Ok loa& if there is  higher specific'gravity. viscosity or temperature, the load on the mixer is , : 
required lo be Jo,.:er. Eczaver, a larger power margin results in lower thmst. Lower thrust 
means that the eHective s:udge mobilization area of the stationary mixer will be smaller. Then : 
sgain. tna eh'ectire sludgs mobilization area for the determined thrust is also related to the. .':, 
sh'oir strength of the sludge. At PNRL,  .w&e"' the critical shear stress r,, required to . .  ' ' 

mot5lize 80% sludya from the bottom for different sludge strengths and up to 2000 Fa. The : 
test  was done in three ditie:ent sized tanks. A paper cn this subject will be presented at the 
IO" Europsan Conferanca on Mixing this year (it is attached). According to test results, the 
critical shear s:ress L, equals about 5% of shear strength xC. For instance: 

for T, = 2000 Pa shear skength, the T<, = 100 Pa, 
:, = 3500 Pa shear slrenglh, the 7- = 175 Pa. 

If we fmploy 1'4880-167711SF (stainless steel mixer without a shroud), Thrust F from this :': 
particuls: mixer is 4450 N and !he motor is  under a 62% losd. When we divide the thrust by T=, , ' 

(critical shear s!:ess). the arc9 swept by the mixer is: 

. .  

.:. 
. ._ .. : 

for 7, = 2000 Pa, the mobi!ized surface area is 44.5 m* (478 ft'). . . .  

T. 3500 Pa. the mobilized surface area'is 25.4 m* (273 f?). . 
For a stationary mixer, the influenca area w i l l  be extended only in one direction. If we assume : 
that the shape of this ares Is close to the elhpse, then the so-called effective.redius R.,, In one . : 
direclioil for the stalionery mixei is abou!: 

for T, = 2000 Pa the effoclive radius RY is l'i n\(% ft) 

If this mixer had an extended shroud and was able to  rotate, the reach of the effective ,': 
radius and surface area of fhe mobilized bottom could expand. I! was tested and proved . . 
by jgin; tests with WcstinQhouso and PNNL. 

II I considec two tanks, AW-103 and SY-102. where Flygt mixers could be applied as auxiliarj I 
comments are as fo;lci:s: . 

. . .. . .  7. = 35130 Pa the effective radius R., Is 8 m (20.5 ft). 

equipment to mobilize deposk pockets, and which was not covered by the jet mixer pumps, my : . .' 
. .  i 

. .  . . . .-. , : , . .  , . .  . .;. 
? : . 

I estimate (from the draw1nptha.t these depsj t  are&,.about 118 01 Ihe toial ti&. boeom, , . .  
tcge:her equa! about 50 m . It means that we could mobilize this sludge with two 4680 . ' 

mixers (as I described above). using one mixer In each problem area. Each mixer Could .: 
probably'mobilize sludge with about 3500 Pa sbength, as shown in my calculations above. : : 

I based the mixer selection on an asumed ,maximurn specific gravity for slurry, no higher i ' 
than 1.5. and a maximum viscosity of aboul 1OOcp. The maximum temperature Is QOT.  

. .  

Q 

Determining the critical shear stress for 3500 Pa strength sludge was based O n  a test : 
(paper attached). During Uli$.le-$ssf tho'h@wst shear suengih for sludge was 2000 N. It ; : .,. ?.  

. .  . .  

2 
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means that some exirapctatlon was applied to the calculations. This test Is  possible to . . 
repeat for a higher sludge shear strength If needed. I t  can be made In a small Scale. . .  

c I see a:io!her problem that we have to solve IoQether during our discusslons, or I need 
more information on the above project, It concerns the exact shape and dimensions of the ; 
problem area, as Vieli as the riser location that we can use for the mixers. I f  we want to 
use on8 stationary mixer per problem area, we need to select the SpeCltic mixer l o ~ t l o n  10 
mobilize the desired zone. It cen be tricky or not possible at all if the rlsers are not located 
in the proper place. I f  this is the case, the next solution could be a rotation device for the : 
mlxer (thera is one designed by Westinghouse). 

TP,e asove mixer was selected for a ti981 opening of 42. If we Only have access to a : 
rrna1:ar sized riser, we need to reconslder a smaller sized standard mixer or mixen. W5 ' 

can also bear in mind that Flygt US has a 50 HP specially built mixer that can ba used : : 
w t h e r  with a depbymant ( W e s t i i s o J  mast In the 24"riser. Please el& keep in mind .; . 
that i lyg! US is ready lo bui!d a 100 HP or larger mixer that cBn pass through a small riser ; 
(such es 24"). 

' 

: 
1 

. .  '. 

I a isxned that the proposed mixers v.ill.lnobilize sludge In dead-zones when the h3jxer .': 
pumps Will not be operating. During this time. suspended solids will be translocated to Ihs : : 
ECR area swept by the mixer pumps or pumpdwn.  

i n s  mixer will mobilize the sludge surface layer ofler layer, but It cannot be buried in the 
sludge at the beginning (if there is  a deeper sludge layer on the bottom). 

The mixer should operate completely submerged 8 s  long as possible to provide operation . : 
v/i:hoiit problems. 

. .  

. 
e We need lo consider anti-vortex suppressors when long-term mixer operation is expected : : 

using a mixer that i s  not completely submerged. 

I think that I covered most areas required by the customer. The above suggested mixer sizing 
is only prellminary since we have lo discuss more details before final slzina can be completed. 

Hanna Gladkj 

C Stefan Abelin 
' Danny Adams-SER 

Mike Dilled-SER 
Pat Grella 
Harry Lsngford-SER 

3 
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TELEFAX MESSAGE FROM FLYGT SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 

ITTFbgt Corporofion 
35 Nutme,? Drive 

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING TELEPHONE NUMBERS: 

Stefan Abelin (203) 380-4853 Ron Brundage (203) 380-4855 
Patty McCarthy (203) 3804827 Hanna Gladki (203) 380-4846 
Anthony Lopreato (203) 380-4862 Mike Reilly (203) 380-4856 

Steve Snunderr (203) 380-4857 
DATE: APRIL I I ,  2000 

FILE: T0406DD.DOC . i t ' , ,  
MESSAGE TO: GREG LESHIKAR 

COMPANY: FLYGT SEATTLE 

P.O. Box 7004 
Truntbull. CTOddlI-09J3 ~ ~~ ~. ~~ .~~~~ .~ . 
Telephone: (203) 380-4700 
Engineering Fur: (203)380-4711 

PAGE 1 of 3 

MESSAGE FROM: HANNA GLADKI AND DAVID DAY 

SUBJECT FLYGT MIXER EVALUATION FOR HANFORD WASTE 
TANKAY-102 . , . ,  

Dear Greg, 

she had with you. . . '  

The telephone conversation was very useful since she could confirm her base data for the mixer 
selection, as well as clarify a couple of problems related to the mixer installation and operation 
within the tank. Right now, we will not select mixers for the AW-103 tank since risers are not 
available in this particular tank. 

. . . ,, *. 
:.. i . ,  ... 

I am transmitting this memo to you from Manna Gladki. It concerns the telephone conversation . .~ 

The memo is as follows: 

During my conversation with Greg, we decided that 1'11 make the first mixer selection for the AY- 
102 tank. This tank has two risers available for Flygt mixers Each riser has a 34" diameter 
opening. They are very conveniently located,along the tank's north-south diameter. I estimated 
that the distance of the center of the riser from the wall of the tank is about 16 ft. Two mixer 
pumps are located along the west-east diameter of the tank, and the center of the riser is also at 
a distance of about 16 ft. from the tank wall. I assumed the average value of the effective 
cleaning radius (ECR) for this tank equals 23 ft. If you make a circle of the ECR from each 
mixer pump, you can determine the cleaning area swept by the pumps. Part of this area is 
behind the tank wall due to the difference in distance of the mixer pump from the wall (16 ft) and 
ECR 23 ft. These circles elapse a little in the middle of the tank. The mixer pump cleaning 
area does not cover the north and south parts of the tank. 

The waste retrieval effectiveness of these two mixer pumps, with 23 ft ECR, was defined at the 
64% level. I assumed that this percentage of the effectiveness level is directly proportional to 
the area of the bottom covered by the ECR. It means that 36% of the tank's wetted area is not 
covered by agitation of any kind, and here we need the Flygt mixers. 

For the next step, I calculated the entire wetfed area of the tank in which I included the tank 
bottom and wall at the 4 ft depth. In this particular tank, the total liquid depth is higher than 4 ft, 
which is desirable to avoid vortexes, but I ignored the higher depth for this calculation. I did this 
for two reasons: the mixers will be positioned horizQ;rflly at the bottom, and the core forces will 
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be focused mostly at the lower level. Theoretically, shear stress distribution in the open channel 
section is the highest along the bottom and decreases upward from the walls to the liquid 
surface. 

In the above method, the determined wetted' surface area equals 499 m2, If an assumed 
effectiveness of retrieval is 64%, the supplementary area to be cleaned out is about 180 m2. 
This 180 m2 is divided by two, with one 90 m2 located at the north part of tank, and the second 
90 m2 located in  the south part of the tank. 

To clean these two parts of the tank, we could use Flygt 4680 I40HP mixers. The 4680(18')SJ 
mixer with a shroud has an 82% load on the motor and a thrust force of 6980N. It would be the 
best choice due to the high thrust, but the shroud geometry makes it too large for the 3 4  
opening of the riser. In the future, we can discuss how to overcome this problem, but right now 
we have to go ahead with another mixer which can better fit the 3 4  riser. This is the 
4680(144)SF mixer without a shroud and with an 85% load on the motor. It delivers a thrust of 
5480 N. 

The average waste strength T, in this specific tank is 3060 Pa. According to the research done 
by M. Powell et al (you have a copy of this paper from my previous correspondence), the critical 
shear stress applied for 80% mobilization within the tank equals 0.05*~, (value of 5% shear 
strength). In the above case, the calculated critical shear stress ~,=153 Pa. for the AY-102 tank. 

If you install one 4680(14O)SF mixer in a fixed position in the tank (with a thrust of 5480 N), it 
can only cover a 35.8 m2 area (of the 180,m2 which is needed) with an average critical shear 
stress of 'I~, = 153 Pa. 

Based on this 35.8 m2 area,. I calculated the effective radius from the mixer making a subjective 
assumption. First, I assumed that the 35.8 m2 areas shape, covered by a stationary mixer, 
could be compared to an ellipse. It is a proper assumption since the highest momentum from 
the propeller travels in the center of the prop jet-line. It is why we cannot compare the shape of 
the area to a circle, but rather to an elongated circle. Second, my assumption concerns the 
ellipse geometry. I assumed that the longer radius of the ellipse is 1.4 times greater than the 
smaller one. . ,  

Based on the above assumptions, I found that the sweeping radius of the 4680(14O)SF mixer is 
about 8 m (26 ft). If this mixer is mounted at a rotating table and can circulate almost 360°, it 
will be able to mobilize an area of about 200 m'.. Hence, the two 4680 mixers will clean an area 
of about 400 m', which is much larger than they need (180 m'). Unfortunately, they will need 
two mixers due to the mixer-jet-pumps, as well as the riser locations. 

The above determined and depicted mixer cleaning area is valid when a 4680(14O)SF mixer is 
operating at full speed (440 RPM) I frequency. 

The selected mixer, as I mentioned earlier, has the motor loaded at 85%. If the surrounding 
liquid temperature or slurry's specific gravity increases above the ambient, the power also rises. 
I would say that the mixer can operate without a problem up to an approximate 95% load. To 
stay on the safer side, I would advise applying a VFD, and we need to decrease the frequency 
when the power reaches its limit. 

Let's assume the worse scenario for the AY-I02 tank. The temperature rises to about 100°F 
and the Specific Gravity of the slurry is SG, = 1.2. To keep the motor load no higher than 95%, 
we need to reduce the mixer speed I frequency, Hence, I determined that we need to reduce 
the mixer speed to 403 RPM (of 440 RPM full s,peed) and the frequency from 60 to 55Hz. The 
speed reduction will cause a decrease in the thrustCqj4597N (of 5480N at full speed). But the 
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increased specific gravity of the slurry (SG, = 1.2) will cause a thrust boost to 5516 N. It means 
the lower frequency does not have any effect on the mixing results. 

I am glad that all my calculations are very encouraging, and we can do an excellent job for the 
AY-102 tank. We have some extra forces from the mixers that can help to mix the tank well 
even with obstructions inside it. However, there are a number of problems that are solvable. I 
spoke to Greg about most of this matter, but we still need to discuss details. For instance, to 
reach its best performance and expected. results, we need a special deployment mast for the 
mixer, as well as a rotating table. We need to protect the mixer blades against debris that might 
be found in the tank. In this case, a special mesh screen is usually attached to the mixer shroud. 

To protect the motor from overloading, we will definitely need a VFD. as I mentioned earlier. 

We have to protect the mixers against vortexes: to let them be submerged enough, or provide 
an anti-vortex suppressor. 

We have to consider how the mixer can'reach the bottom and start operating in a horizontal 
position if there is a deep layer of sludge. .,This problem is related to the deployment mast 
construction, but it is important to remember !hat the mixer has to have a very strong and stable 
mounting system to operate properly. It particularly concerns a very powerful mixer such as a 
40 HP unit. The longevity of the mixer depends ,. on a good, stable mounting structure. 

Last, but not least, is the Flygt mixer's working in conjunction with the existing mixer-jet-pumps. 
This is a problem that has to be discussedSometime , . .  later. 

We will discuss my calculations and other matters with Greg, and it would be helpful if you could 
transfer my memo directly to Greg. 

Best regards, 

Hanna Gladki 

,. a .  .. 

Greg, Please call me to discuss your comments and response to the information. We can set up 
another conference with Hanna as you require. Hopefully, I can meet with you during the mixer 
test that PNNL is doing at the Battelle Lab. 

Regards, 

David Day 

c-I 
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DATE: MAY 18.2000 

, !  ’ i I ,  

MESSAGE TO: GREG LESHIKAR 

COMPANY: COGEMA ENGINEERING 

h1ESSAGE FROM: HANNA 

SUBJECT FLYGT MIXER EVALUATION 
FOR HANFORD WASTE TANK SY-I02 

Dear Greg: 1 

. k ,  , i,.” 

I am sorry my answer was delayed, but we had job.emergency. 

As agreed, I will do this project the same way as for Tank AY-102, but I will not include details of my 
calculations in this memo. 

During our last phone conference, we concluded that this tank is much more difficult to mix than AY-102 
because of: 

. I  

two smaller (20”) diameter risers, 
higher specific gravity (SG = I .3), 
high shear strength (3880 Pa), 
shorter ECR = 21 ft, 
smaller percentage of cleared area (58%) by the mixer jet pumps, 
higher critical shear stress needed (T~, = 194 Pa) to mobilize 80% of the sludge from the tank bottom. 

The riser locations along the south-north centerline (approximately X of the diameter from the wall) are 
the encouraging part of this project. 

The tank diameter is 75 ft. The calculated total wetted surface area is S = 499 m’, which includes a 4 ft 
depth at the wall. If the mixer jet-pumps clear 58% of this area, the Flygt mixer’s task is to clean the rest: 
about 209.6 m2. Because we projected two mixers, each mixer has to clean about 104.8 m’. It means the 
cleaning radius for the Flygt mixer is about 5.77 m. 

Based on the above data, I prepared a couple of options for you: 

I .  4640-083712SJ, 4 HP, 83% load motor, 820 N thrust. This mixer does not need to have a trimmed 
propeller, however, the shroud has to be modified and a VFD is needed in the 1.3 specific gravity 
liquid. 1 assumed that the reduced thrust by the,VFD would be compensated by the 1.3 specific 
gravity. Then based on the 820 N thrust, I determined the mixer cleaning radius such as 2.64 m 
(5.77 m radius is needed). It means that.1’4640 mixer can only clean a 21.8 m’ area (of 104.8 m’ 
area to be cleaned). 
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2. 4660-125814SJ, 15 HP, 85% load motor, 2890 N thrust. This mixer has to have trimmed prop blades 
and a modified shroud. I assumed that a prop blade diameter equaling 22-”/16 inches (0.50 m) will be 
trimmed to 19 inches (0.48 m). The decreased diameter will affect the thrust which will be reduced to 
I356 N, but it recovers in the tank with an SG = 1.3, to a value of 1762 N. The one 4660 mixer with 
the trimmed prop (in liquid with 1.3 SG) has a cleaning radius of 3.53 m (5.77 m needed). The area 
mobilized by this mixer is 39.1 m’ (of 104.8 mz needed). The smaller propeller reduces the power 
from 12 kW to 5 kW according to the affinity laws, then a VFD will not be needed. In this case, we 
have to be careful since it is very difficult to predict real results from diameter reduction. A 3+“ 
(almost 4“) diameter reduction can affect mixer performance more than I can predict by calculation. 
In this case, it is better to run a test to check the real mixer performance. 

3. 50 HP mixer which has just been tested at PNNL; has a 20” diameter, and a thrust of 6160 N. If we 
trim the prop diameter I ”  to 19”. the thrust will be reduced to 5231 N. However. in the 1.3 specific 
gravity liquid, the thrust recovers to 6917 N. It results in a cleaning radius of 7.97 m (5.77 m radius 
needed), and it covers a 199.7 mz area for sludge mobilization. According to the affinity laws, the 
power will be reduced from 37 kW to 30 kW.. When PNNL finishes their test, we will know if we 
need to use a VFD or not. However, I would advise using a VFD as well as modifying the extended 
shroud on this mixer to a regular short jet-ring around the prop. 

I attached some pages with dimensional drawings for mixers that I mentioned above. Later, we can 
discuss the mixer installation in detail when you decide which solution suits you the best. 

Have a nice weekend and best regards, 
, ( , ‘ I  

. .. 

Hanna 

c. David Day - WA 
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June 13,2000 

Greg Leshikar 
COGEMA Engineering C o p  

Richland, WA 99352-0840 

Dear Greg: 

Subject: 

P.O. BOX 840, H3-27 

Review of ITT Flygt Corporation Predictions for Flygt Mixer Performance in 
Hanford Double Shell Waste Tanks. 

This letter is in response to your request for an assessment of the following memos provided by 
individuals of the ITT Flygt corporation. The memos are in regard to the application of Flygt 
Mixers in double shell tanks (DSTs) at Hanford. The following items were reviewed: 

1. Memo dated March 17,2000, from Hanna Gladki of ITT Flygt Corporation to David Day of 
ITT Fly@ Corporation. 

2.  Memo dated April 11,2000, from Hanna Gladki and David Day of ITT Flygt Corporation to 
Greg Leshikar of COGEMA Engineering. 

3. Memo dated May 18, 2000, from Hanna Gladki and David Day of ITT Flygt Corporation to 
Greg Leshikar of COGEMA Engineering. 

I am familiar with Flygt Mixers having obtained experience by performing the following: 

9 Technical consulting for the Tanks Focus Area (TFA) Phase B testing of Fly@ M k m  
(Powell et al. 1999b). 
Task leader for TFA 1999 Retrieval Process Development & Enhancement (RI’D&E) 
assessment of alternate mixing and mobilization subtasks which included evaluation of Oak 
Ridge Site deployment of Flygt Mixers. . Project manager for TFA Phase D testing of Flygt Mixers (Enderlin et al. 2000). 
Project manager for TFA full-scale longevity testing of 50-hp Flygt Mixer (Enderlin et al. 
2000). 

My overall assessment is that Flygt Mixers merit further evaluation for application in Hanford 
waste tanks. There cunently does not appear to exist a sufficient method for obtaining 
predictions for the performance of Flygt Mixers in Hanford waste tanks, and I have strong 
reservations regarding the methodology employed by ITT Flygt for making operational 

Telephone (509) 375-2141 Email cougar.enderlin@pnl.gov Fax (509) 375-3865 
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predictions for Hanford tanks. The majority of the data used by Flygt to develop their 
methodology was obtained from tests conducted in a 45-cm diameter tank that did not approach 
geometric, dynamic, or kinematic similarity. A brief discussion regarding the scaled tests 
performed by Flygt is presented later. 

The mobilization and mixing to be performed in the Hanford waste tanks requires a somewhat 
different approach than is typically used throughout industry. The majority of mixing processes 
within industry use large mechanical mixers with blade diameters that are on the order of one- 
half to one-fourth the diameter of the tank. Momentum is transferred directly to the fluid via the 
mechanical blades and the flow patterns within the tank consist of relatively high velocity 
secondary flows compared to the velocity of the fluid passing through the blades. The ratios for 
the tank diameter to the liquid height in industrial mixing processes are often on the order of 2:l 
to 12. 

The Hanford tanks contain small access ports (12 in. to 42 in.) which limit the size of the 
equipment that can be deployed. A 40 inch diameter mixer would have a diameter that is 
approximately 1/22 the diameter of the tank. In the Hanford tanks, whether employing jet -mixer 
pumps or Flygt Mixers, momentum is transferred to the bulk of the fluid via turbulence. In other 
words, the total energy added to the fluid is essentially being supplied at a point compared to a 
long mixer blade which may sweep over one-fourth of the tank floor. In a Hanford tank, the 
velocity of the secondary flow produced by a single mixer is relatively low compared to the 
primary flow along the centerline of the device. The ratios for the tank diameter to the liquid 
height in the Hanford tanks during mobilization and retrieval operations are predicted to range 
from3:l to 19:l. 

These differences between standard industry mixing configurations and those to be employed in 
Hanford waste tanks is why much of the published mixing literature is not applicable for making 
sound predictions of performance. Work has been carried out here at Hanford in an attempt to 
improve the capability for predicting full-scale performance of mixing equipment in large waste 
tanks that may potentially be deployed throughout the DOE complex. One such effort has been 
the development of correlations for predicting the effective cleaning radius (ECR) for jet mixer 
pumps. This work has been conducted using jets scaled to the configuration proposed for jet 
mixer pump applications in large waste tanks. A wide range of simulants with varying shear 
strengths were used, however, the geometrical configuration evaluated remained fixed. This 
work resulted in correlations developed from curve fits of the data. The correlations take the 
form: 

ECR = KU&(T~)" 

Where: 

June 13, 2000 RPP-642 1, REV 0 

K = Experimentally determined coefficient 
U,=Fluid velocity at exit ofjet nozzle 
r,=Shear strength of settled layer of solids 
n = Experimentally determined constant 
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The ITT Flygt memos discuss the "ECR of the tank" and use this concept without discussing the 
configuration of the mixer or the coefficients employed. The ECR is the distance down stream 
of the jet, measured on the jet centerline, at which the shear stress applied by the jet to the solid 
material is not sufficient to mobilize material. The shear stress applied by the jet is not only a 
function of the jet exit velocity and diameter, but also the height of the jet relative to the solid 
boundary. A jet that is not influenced by a boundary is referred to as a free jet and it does apply 
a shear stress to the boundary. A jet that is initiated at a solid boundary is referred to as a wall 
jet and imposes a shear stress at the boundary immediately downstream of the jet exit. A jet that 
is raised above the boundary and whose downstream flow is influenced by the boundary is 
referred to as an attaching jet. The jet exits the nozzle as a free jet and then experiences a 
transition zone where it transitions from a free jet to a floor jet. Within this region of transition, 
the height of the peak velocity actually changes location. The shear stress applied by an 
attaching jet on the boundary will increase with distance from the jet, reach a peak, and then 
decay with axial distance from the jet. 

An idealized jet contains axial flow only and contains no tangential flow (often referred to as 
swirl). It has been observed in past experimental work that the behavior of an attaching jet and 
the measured ECR are effected if a swirl component exists in the jet flow. The rotating propeller 
of a Flygt Mixer introduces significant tangential flow to the fluid. During past experimental 
work conducted at PNNL during Phase-D testing, It was observed that the area eroded by the 
small-scale Flygt Mixers was significantly different than that observed for jets. The aspect ratio, 
width vs. length, of the area cleared was less than that observed for a jet, and the farthest distance 
cleared of material did not exist on the centerline of the jet. It is unknown how Flygt selected the 
coefficients used for determining the ECR of the Flygt Mixers in their predictions. It is not 
considered valid to apply an ECR correlation developed from data obtained for a jet in a specific 
configuration to make predictions for Flygt Mixers that produce a different flow profile. The 
distance. from the floor assumed for making the performance predictions should also be provided. 

The majority of data used to develop the methodology employed by Flygt was obtained from 
tests conducted in a 45-cm diameter tank. While the Phase A work conducted by TFA (Powell et 
al. 1999a) does not present the original work used to develop the methodology, it does describe 
the setup and the type of tests conducted. Testing conducted in the 45-cm (18 in.) tank used a 
non-shrouded (no standard jet ring) mixer that was approximately 8 cm in diameter. This is 
geometrically similar to using a 4.1-m (13.34) diameter mixer in the waste tanks. 

Based on test photos the mixer was approximately 16 cm long. Therefore, the maximum down 
stream distance between the propeller and the tank wall was approximately 3.6 mixer diameters. 
If the flow produced by the mixer is compared to that of a jet, the wall exists within the core of 
the jet. Therefore, no decay of the centerline jet velocity would have occurred. If a 76 cm (30 
in.) Flygt mixer or a 15.2 cm (6 in.) diameter jet nozzle is placed in the center of a 22.9 m (75 A) 
tank, the wall will be approximately 15 and 75 diameters downstream, respectively. Significant 
reduction in the centerline velocity for both devices will exist by the time the flow reaches the 
tank wall. 
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The aspect ratio of the tank diameter to the liquid height in Flygt’s tests was between 2.6:l and 
1: 1.75 compared to 3:l to 19:l expected in the Hanford tanks. The relative size of the propeller 
in the Flygt tests means that the velocity of the secondary flow will be relatively higher than 
those that will occur in a 75-fi tank. 

The Phase B report (Powell et al. 1999b) presents the results of similar tests using a larger 
diameter tank (1.8 m). However, geometric similarity was not maintained between the two- 
scaled tests and the applicability of the conditions employed in the 1.8-m tests to the Hanford 
waste tanks is also in question. The data fiom test conducted in the 1.8-m diameter tank using 
fast settling (< 1 c d s )  granular particles did not support the methodology of using an average 
wall shear stress. It is unknown where successful scale up of Fygt’s methodology has been 
tested using at a minimum geometric similarity. 

Flygt also employs a constant height of 1.2-m (4 fi) to the tank wall when calculating the area for 
determining the average wall shear stress. It is urhown how the height of 1.2 m was chosen. In 
the 45-cm tests the ratio of the wetted wall height to the mixer diameter was 3.4:l. For a 30-in. 
diameter mixer in the Hanford waste tank, 1.2-m (4 fi) gives a wetted wall height to mixer 
diameter (assuming 30-in. mixer) of 1.6:l. 

The large discrepancy in geometric similarity between the Flygt tests and the conditions to be 
encountered in the Hanford tanks makes it difficult to accept this methodology for making even 
rough predictions for performance in the Hanford tanks. Considering the fact that in the Flygt 
tests the mixer is so close to the wall that a fully developed jet cannot exist, the Flygt tests do not 
seem to address the same mixing phenomena that will occur in the Hanford tanks. Test data for 
Flygt’s methodology should be collected and evaluated for geometrically similar conditions. 

It should be mentioned that the scaling of the flow produced by the rotating propeller is more 
complicated than that produced by a pressurized nozzle. The rotational speed of the propeller, 
the hub diameter, blade pitch, etc., are additional parameters that must be considered and that are 
not just resolved by geometric scaling. 

It is highly recommended that tests be conducted to characterize the flow created by the Flygt 
Mixers and evaluate the effects of changes in scale. Comparative tests should also be conducted 
to compare Flygt Mixer performance to that of ajct-mixer pump at the same scale. 

References 

Enderlin, C.W., W. H. Combs, M. White, and B. K. Hatchell. 2000. Evaluarion ofFlyg? Mixers 
for Application in Savannah River Site Tank 19. Letter Report documenting Completion of 
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Transmittal 

To: David Day ITT Flygt Industries 

00-1560-001 

cc: Hanna Gladki ITT Flygt Industries 
Eric Pacquet Numatec Hanford Corporation 

From: Greg Leshikar 

Date: April 2 1,2000 

Subject: Comments on Flygt Model 4680 Performance Prediction for Tank AY-102 

Reference: Telefax Message, April 12,2000, Hanna Gladki and David Day to Greg Leshikar, 
T0406DD. 

The following are my personal comments and questions regarding the Flygt Model 4680 
propeller mixer performance prediction (Ref.) for Tank AY-102. 

1. The predicted effective cleaning radius (ECR) for the Flygt Model 4680 mixer (26 ft) is 
greater than the predicted ECR for our jet mixers (23 fi). Assuming both these predictions are 
accurate, this tells me we would be better off replacing our primary mobilization jet mixers with 
the propeller mixer (7). When I plug lower values of waste shear strength into the given 
equations assuming critical shear stress (TJ equals 5% of average waste shear strength (73, the 
results can be very large ECR‘s. For example, for 7s =lo00 Pa, I get a ECR = 46 feet. For 7, = 
363 Pa which was used in Phase B kaolin clay test in 5.7m tank, I get an ECR = 76 feet. These 
seem questionably large ECRs to me. On the flip side, the Phase B test report indicates critical 
shear stress may be as great as 15% of average waste shear strength. When I run the numbers for 
T~ =3060 Pa at ,157, I get an ECR of 15 feet (4.6 m), versus 26 feet for 5%. When used as a 
sweeping radius to cover 360” the area mobilized is 67 m2 which does not clean out the entire 
area ofgo m2. 

It seems to me that tying the Phase B testing average wall stress method to an ECR through the 
radius of an ellipse assumption is a stretch (comparing “apples-to-oranges”) and introduces 
substantial uncertainty to the accuracy of the prediction. However I can’t say I know a better 
way to do it. I thought of one way, which was to rely only on average wall stress method by 
dividing thrust (5480 N) by wetted area to be cleaned out by each pump (18% or 90 m2) to get a 
T~ = 61 Pa. Then dividing ‘ F ~  /7, ,61/3060 = 2% of waste shear strength. This indicates a 
stationary mixer not capable of mixing the entire area, but maybe a rotating mixer could. The 
problem then is determining how much waste surface area or ECR the mixer needs to cover in a 
particular orientation which leads one back to Hanna’s ellipse assumption. 

Our minimum ECR requirement per RPP-5664 (included with original transmittal) is 3 m (9.8 
A). Considering sensitivity of key parameters above, the prediction method shows reasonable 
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probability the minimum mobilization criteria can be met. My questions are: Do you have a feel 
for the approximate accuracy of the prediction method? How can we increase accuracy of 
prediction method (future development work)? Is there a range of applicability (of shear 
stresses) to this prediction method? Does this method scale up unchanged from small-scale tests 
to the full scale tank? 

2. The assumption is made to consider the wall height for the wetted area calculation as 4 feet. Is 
this consistent with Flygt’s general practice? Where do you normally “draw the line” for the 
height, is it normally the full tank? It seems to me in our application the propeller mixer might 
be affecting a wall height greater than 4 feet as the jet disperses in the fluid toward the wall. 
Also, in reviewing Test 8 from the Phase B testing, the mobilization results increased 
dramatically when the test tank was pumped down from 2 m to 1 m. Is there a good way to 
estimate mobilization performance as a function of liquid height, or is this a needed area of 
future development work? 

3. I understand when the specific gravity of the fluid goes up, speed may reduced 
commensurately for no net change in thrust provided (equivalent to higher density fluid being 
pumped at a lower flow rate). But the downstream velocity will be less, does this affect the 
mobilization effectiveness? I noticed it was of great importance during Phase A, B, and C 
testing to measure the downstream velocity. I don’t fully understand what is more important to 
sludge mobilization, thrust provided by the unit or the value of the downstream velocity. Any 
insight would be appreciated. 

These are my main questions and comments regarding the mixing prediction. Dave and Hanna, 
either call me to discuss or send me response and then we can discuss. Then we can also discuss 
the mechanical equipment (VFD, deployment mast, etc.). Unfortunately I am beginning to run 
short of time to finish my report. After we work these through then we need to hit the SY-102 
evaluation. My assumption is the same method will be applied there, so it should go pretty 
quickly. 

2 
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DON'T SAY IT - Write It! DATE: April 20,2000 

CC. Eric Pacquet R3-47 Telephone: 376-0814 
T O  Greg Leshlkar so-08 FROM: Cralg Shaw R3-74 

SUBJECT: Flygt Mixer Evaluation 

To attempt understanding the Flygt Mixer Evaluation memo of 4/11/00 one must read in detail 
the testing report of the PNNL and Savannah River testing, RPP-5664, and the first Flygt memo 
Hanna Gladki to David Day 3/17/00. My impression afler reading all of these is that a Flygt 
Mixer's prospect of waste mobilization success Is no better or worse than the present baseline 
mixer pumps. Inferred performance of either mlxer is limited by lack of in situ waste shear 
strength knowledge. Reading the report on the PNNL and Savannah River testing, I feel the 
testing was designed to evaluate Savannah River's retrieval approach. SRS uses partial tank 
recovery by adding a few feet of liquid to the surface, mixing it up, pumping it out and repeating 
the process (this is good because SRS paid for the test). However, Hanford plans to mobilize 
and homogenize an entire tank at a time. Hanford's approach would have a very large "wetted 
area" that would Imply a very large thrust would be needed for mobilization. 

The Flygt mixer pump testing uses different relationships of parameters to predict mobilization 
effectiveness Le. (thrust divided by wetted area to compute) average wall shear stress being 
above a certain percentage of waste shear strength to achleve mobilization. Submerged jets 
driven by centrifugal pumps use fluid velocity and momentum (UOD) to predict an effective 
cleaning radius. I was never able to understand how these two different methods to predict 
mobilization effectiveness were connected in the 7,8,9 th paragraphs of the 411 1/00 memo. The 
411 1/00 memo (for AY102) predicts a 26 fl ECR for a Flygt pump of 5480 newtons thrust while 
the UoD method predicts 23 fl ECR for a submerged jet UoD = 29.4 flVsec; UoD = 29.4 W/sec is 
6000 newtons thrust! 

How big Is the vortexing problem? The model mixer Flygt proposes moves 30,000 gpm while 
submerged jet mixers move 10,000 gpm and encounter vortexing at 36" submergence. Will 
Flygt pumps need more submergence? How well would a Flygt mixer work in a fluid viscosity of 
500 to 1000 cP, does viscosity simply increase power required the same as centrifugal pumps? 

The low cost of about $50k for a Flygt can be misleading because it doesn't include the cost of 
the mast, turntable etc. As a comparison, the third hydrogen mitigation mixer pump for IOISY 
cost $1.3 million with only $350k for the pump Itself. $950k was for the equivalent of the mast, 
turntable etc. It should be pointed out the SYlOl mixer pump can operate with the asymmetric 
thrust of a plugged nozzle which would be roughly equivalent to the unbalanced thrust of a Flygt 
mixer, designing the ability to handle asymmetric thrust is not cheap. 

There are some very attractive features to a Flygt pump if it's built with a very sturdy mast and 
properly deployed and operated. In tanks where a mixer pump must be vertically raised up and 
down a Flygt could also swivel up and down as well as rotate giving it a tremendous advantage 
to burrow to the bottom. Flygt mixers also have other advantages; a major one being that lower 
horsepower will not heat the tank as fast. Slower tank heat up is particularly desirable because 
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of the limited heat removal capacity of the ventilation system. Informal analysis shows the 
baseline of two 300 hp mixer pumps will heat the tank at rates exceeding that of the 
authorization basis when the tank is partially full and their power must be turned down. The 
lower powered Flygt pumps could still operate at full power even at reduced tank levels. 

Another advantage of Flygt mixer is that one directional thrust imparts net momentum to the 
waste which, given time, can result in substantial circulating velocities. Full scale testing of 
Flygts at SRS has used them In what they call 'racetrack mode" where the entire tank circulates 
and ends up sweeping all the solids to the middle where the transfer pump could be located. 
This "racetrack mode" has real potential for tanks not cluttered with ALCs and other fragile 
items. 

My personal opinion Is a Flygt mlxer attached to a sturdy mast that can move up and down, 
swivel, and rotate should be built and tested. There are so many unknowns as to how well the 
baseline mixer pumps mlght work for mobilization that we need a ready alternative if they come 
up short. 

end 
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Mr. Eric A. Pacquet, Manager 
Retrieval System Development 
Numatec Hanford Corporation 
Post Office Box 1300 
Richland, Washington 99352 

Dear Mr. Pacquet: 

PREDICTED FLYGT MIXER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FOR DOUBLE-SHELL TANKS 

References: 1. Letter from D. W. Day and H. Gladki, ITT Industries Flygt Corp., to G. Leshikar, 
COGEMA Engineering C o p ,  dated April 12,2000. 

2. Letter from D. W. Day, ITT Industries Flygt Corp., to G. Leshikar, COGEMA 
Engineering Corp., dated March 17,1000, with attachment, "Mobilization of Cohesive 
Sludge in Storage Tanks Using Jet Mixers," authors, M. R. Poirier, H. Gladki, M .R. 
Powell, P. 0. Rodwell, PNNL.. 

3. EDT 628093 for RPP-5664, Rev. 0, "Derived Requirements for Double-Shell Tank 
High Level Waste Auxiliary Solids Mobilization," dated February 28,2000. 

4. Work Plan Rev. 0, Engineering Study,"Evaluation of Flygt Mixers for 
Double-Shell Tank High Level Waste Auxillary Solids Mobilization," dated 
December 2, 1999. 

5. Table 9 - 3 , "Applied Fluid Dynamics Handbook," author, Robert D. Blevins, 
publisher, Krieger Publishing Company, Malabar, Florida, applied copyright date, 1984. 

NOTE: This letter is a reissue of a letter dated April 15,2000; please dispose of copies so dated. 

High-level radioactive waste tanks contain solids that have settled into sludge on the tank bottoms. 
This sludge must be mobilized to aid the retrieval process for ultimate disposal. Flygt mixers are 
being considered as an auxiliary means to mobilize waste tank sludge. These mixers utilize a 
submerged motor to drive a ducted propeller blade. 

The engineering study (Reference 4), "Evaluation of FLYGT Mixers for Double Shell Tank High 
Level Waste Auxiliary Solids Mobilization," Revision 0, Section 3.1.3, identified a subtask to assess 
the mixer's predicted performance. This letter presents the Engineering Laboratories independent 
evaluation of the data available for predicting Flygt mixer performance documented in the test report 
paper (Reference 2), "Mobilization of Cohesive Sludge in Storage Tanks Using Jet Mixers.'' 
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These small-scale tests were conducted in 0.45 m, 1.8 m and 5.7 m diameter tanks. The tests draw a 
relationship between measurements of sludge shear strength, tank-wetted area and mixer thrust to the 
percentage of sludge mobilized. 

A motor speed controller varies the mixer thrust. The mixer thrust divided by the tank-wetted area 
gives an Average Wall Shear Stress (AWSS) value. The tests incremented the AWSS to determine a 
value that mobilized 80 percent of the sludge simulant. 

Figure 1 is a reproduction of the AWSS versus the sludge shear strength plot presented in the paper. 
Seven of the data points were collected in the 0.45 m tank, two points were measured in the 1.8 m 
tank and one point was measured in the 5.7 m tank. Data points collected using similar sludge shear 
strengths in different sized tanks vary by as much as 20 percent. 
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Figure 1 Average Wall Shear Stress vs. Shear Strength 

The tests are based on sludge simulants with a shear strength of 0.010 kPa to 2 Ha .  Five of the data 
points used a simulant with shear strength of 0.1 kPa or less. The Hanford waste tank solids 
handling equipment must mobilize sludge with a minimum shear strength of 3.38 kPa as detailed in 
the requirements document (Reference 3), "Derived Requirements for Double-Shell Tank High- 
Level Waste Auxiliary Solids Mobilization," RPP-5664, Rev.0. 

The tests produced a very limited number of data points. The tests used simulants with a shear 
strength that is two-thirds of the minimum shear strength stated in the requirements document. The 
required AWWS varies between the different tank sizes for a given sludge shear strength. This 
small data set does not contribute to a high level of confidence in the ability to extrapolate mixer 
performance in a full sized tank. 

The ability to mobilize settled sludge requires a shearing force to erode the exposed sludge surface. 
These shearing forces are developed by fluid flowing over the sludge surface. The greater the fluid 
velocity, the greater the shearing force. Analytical methods permit the calculation of submerged jet 
velocities at distances from the source nozzle.'These calculated velocities represent idealized 
conditions, but they can be used as a basis for performance comparisons between types of 
equipment. Equation 1 details the calculation of the jet stream centerline velocities at distances from 
the nozzle. 

12 x (Nozzle Exit Velocify)~ (Nozzle Rndiw) 
Distance From Nozzle 

v, = 

where: V, = Velecily At Distance X from Nozzle 

(From Reference 5: Table 9-3 Submerged Turbulent Jets, "Applied Fluid Dynamics Handbook") 

Equatlon 1 -Jet Stream Centerline Veloclty 

Figure 2 is a plot of the calculated submerged jet centerline velocities produced by a mixer pump 
nozzle and a Flygt mixer at distances ffom the jet source. The plot represents a mixer pump with a 
0.15 m (0.5 foot) diameter nozzle and a 20,751 liters per minute (5,482 GPM) flow rate. These 
specifications match those of a single nozzle in the 223 kW (300 horsepower) dual nozzle pump 
installed in tank 241-AZ101. The Flygt mixer velocities represent a model 4680 with a 0.77 m (2.51 
foot) diameter "nozzle" and a 116,628 liters per minute (30,810 GPM) flow rate. 

A constant velocity flow region, termed the initial region, extends 10 nozzle radii downstream from 
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the nozzle. A transition region bridges the area between the initial region and the hlly developed 
flow region. Equation 1 provides values for the fully developed flow region and this is the only 
region plotted on Figure 2. 

Two traces are shown for the Flygt mixer to bound the range of predicted fluid velocities. This 
mixer will have a swirl component that may reduce the fluid velocity. One trace is the idealized 
velocity without the swirl component. It is assumed that the swirl component will reduce the initial 
region by one half so the "swirled" trace is offset along the X-axis by that amount. The plot suggests 
that the Flygt mixer will have a performance similar to the jet mixer pump at the waste tank's outer 
reaches. 

Fully Developed Mixer Row 

a m  

*m _. - 
I I I 

Figure 2 Centerline Mixer Flow Velocities 

ITT Corporation letter (Reference l), "Flygt Mixer Evaluation for Hanford Waste Tank AY-102", 
dated April 12,2000, describes the application of the auxiliary mixers in a waste tank. The two 
oscillating jet mixer pumps are installed in diametrically opposed risers. I1"T's letter assumes the jet 
mixer pumps are effective over 64% of the tank bottom. The remaining 36% of the tank bottom 
would be agitated by two oscillating Flygt mixers installed in individual risers, 90° from each jet 
mixer. All the mixers are installed in risers 4.9 meters (16 ft) from the tank wall. Given that the two 
mixer types produce similar velocities at 4.9 or more meters, they can be expected to have similar 
effectiveness in sludge mobilization. 

The reviewed experimental data is too limited to predict Fly@ mixer performance in a full sized 
Hanford waste tank. The independent assessment provided by the analytical results indicates the 
Fly@ mixer may perform similar to the installed jet mixer pumps over the effective cleaning radius 
(23 feet) quoted in reference 1. Well-conceived experimental measurements will provide the 
greatest assurance that a piece of equipment will work correctly. A better judgment on the 
suitability of Flygt mixers could be made with limited tests using simulants having characteristics 
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similar to the Hanford tank contents. 

As a minimum, it is necessary to determine a flow velocity that will erode the sludge surface. This 
can be accomplished by a small-scale test in a flow trough. A sludge simulant would be placed in 
the trough and recirculated flow would be directed over the simulant. The trough flow velocity is 
monitored and incremented until erosion is observed. 

Large tank Flygt mixer tests are underway to support Savannah River's installation. This test facility 
could be used to take measurements of the Fly@ mixer flow velocities at increasing distances fiom 
the mixer. Possibly, analytical adjustments to the velocity measurements would be necessary to 
account for differences in density and viscosity. Ifthe sludge erosion velocity is known, then the 
effective mixer-cleaning radius can be determined by these measurements. 

This independent analytical assessment indicates that the jet mixer pumps and Flygt mixers are 
expected to produce similar fluid velocities over the cleaning radius required in the waste tank 
geometry. This suggests that the sludge mobilization effectiveness of the two mixer types will be 
similar. 

Very truly yours, 

D. M. Squier, Engineer 
Engineering Laboratories 
Site Services 
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6/4/00 

No. iltem Wtlunit IUnit iDescription ,Weight (Ib) 

Weights Worksheet for Flygt Mixer and Conceptual Cantilever Deployment Mast Design - 
I I 

1 Flygt Propeller Mixer from Vendor ! 1000 

90' 40'lblft x ft length I 3600 
steel density * volume of 5 0  

490 1.14 dia. x 1" thkk 557 
4,Power cable I 50 

5!Wlnch, with remote actuator I 500 

2,Mast. W 14 x 90 

3 Mounting platelRotek bearing i 
I 

300 

300 

-. - 6'Air cylinder -. _ _ _ _  +- :AN-107 mixer pJmp gearbox i 
-- 

= 250 Ib I 7;Gearbox 
8'Misc. pieceslparts I I 500 

!Total Weight on Tank I 6807 t '  
I 
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